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Abstract 
In this master thesis project, we investigated the problem of over-planned materials at ASML. Based on 

the characteristics of ASML’s case, one suitable supply chain planning concept called “Synchronized Base 

Stock” policy has been selected to deal with the problem about over-planned materials. According to 

the suggestions provided by the company, the new planning concept has been based on the so-called 

Building Block level of the BOM. A new algorithm for shortage allocation in SBS has been proposed and 

incorporated into the simulation tool for the SBS concept. Finally, the SBS concept has been compared 

with the MRP concept in terms of performance measurements such as overplan cost, inventory cost and 

delivery performance.  In conclusion, the safety lead time plays a big role in SBS’s performance and SBS 

performs better than MRP can do in certain scenarios.  
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Executive summary 
ASML designs, develops, integrates, markets and serves advanced lithography systems. In the last 25 

years, ASML manages to keep itself as a technology leader with many big achievements. Now, it has 

become the biggest supplier of lithography systems with an over 50% market share.  

ASML is involved in a cyclic and volatile market. On one hand, the demand from customers is 

changeable and unpredictable and the customer order lead time is relatively short. On the other hand, 

replenishment of some key materials in each machine takes a very long time and most of them are very 

expensive. Therefore, ASML has to release purchase orders for these materials at a very early time, 

merely based on the sales forecast of machines. As a result, many materials become redundant when 

actual demand turns out to be much less than expected long time ago. To monitor the redundancy risk 

of current inventory, ASML introduced a measurement called “over-planned materials”. The over-

planned materials are those materials on hand or on-order at suppliers that cannot be covered by the 

machine demand forecast in the future 18 months. Normally, these materials have a high risk of 

obsolescence because new machine types are introduced with a relative high frequency and customers 

usually prefer new machine types. Therefore, this project was launched in order to investigate the 

problem of over-planned materials and try to find a proper solution.  

Analysis shows that over 50% of the over-planned materials in the last 3 years are caused by the 

“machine plan change”.  Currently, ASML applies MRP logic for material planning. Because the market 

changes continuously, the forecast is updated with a high frequency and changed to a large extent. The 

company suggests that supply chain planning based on the forecast of lower level materials in the BOM 

may help solve this problem because of the demand deviation pooling effect brought by a higher 

commonality among materials at that level. The lower level can be the so-called “Building Block (BB)” 

level. A BB incorporates a group of items and realizes a certain sub-function of a machine. The definition 

of BBs is such that a machine is always described by a set of BBs and no additional parts are needed. 

However, BB is a totally new concept for supply chain planning because it is proposed in the design 

activities. In conclusion, the main research question of this project can be formulated as below:  

“Compared with the MRP concept based on the machine level, does a new supply chain 

planning concept based on the building block (BB) level lead to a lower total overplan 

cost and what influences will this new concept bring to the average on-time delivery 

performance and total inventory investment?” 

Besides, another question still needs some attention. That is whether BB is really a more suitable level 

than other lower levels. To answer the main research question, this project has been divided into three 

tasks:  

� Selection of a new planning concept 

� Formulating the new planning concept 

� Evaluating the new planning concept (by comparison with the current planning concept) 

In the first task, it is necessary to know the characteristics of BBs and machine demand at ASML. As 

there is no study about the characteristics of BB at ASML from a logistics perspective, an investigation 
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has been performed with the focus on the commonality among BBs. Next, machine demand 

characteristics have been analyzed. It shows that ASML faces a non-stationary and low integer number 

of machine demand. This demand situation challenges many planning concepts because some of their 

basic assumptions are violated. Finally, the adjusted Synchronized Base Stock (SBS) policy is selected for 

ASML’s case.  The main reasons for selecting SBS are that it is applicable for a general production system 

(including both convergent and divergent structures in the BOM) and can cope with ASML’s demand 

situation.  

In the second task, this project proposes another algorithm of shortage allocation in SBS, which has also 

been incorporated into the SBS tool. It should be noticed that shortage allocation is an important 

element in SBS. De Jong (2010) proposes an algorithm for shortage allocation. However, this algorithm 

lacks in reasonable arguments even though it is applicable for ASML’s case. The new algorithm proposed 

by this project is supported by reasonable arguments. Additionally, it is easier for a supply chain planner 

to understand and implement in actual planning activities.  

The final task is about evaluation of MRP and SBS concepts. To begin with, there are 55 BBs and 3 

machine types that have been selected for concept evaluation. Based on the two existing tools (one in 

Microsoft Excel and one in Microsoft Access), this project incorporates new elements about the over-

planned materials into both of them. What’s more, the new shortage allocation algorithm is embedded 

into the SBS tool. Different experiments have been designed in order to check how the two concepts 

perform in different scenarios. In the first experiment, no safety stock and safety lead time is allowed for 

both concepts. In order to check the effect of the dynamic safety stock can have on the performances of 

SBS concept, a second experiment has been designed and conducted.  

There are three main performance measurements including overplan cost, inventory investment and 

on-time delivery performance. The over-planned materials and inventory include materials on-order and 

materials on-hand. Normally, ASML pays a certain percentage of the materials’ standard prices for 

cancelling the orders.  But, the percentage deviates a lot in different cases and remains unclear at ASML. 

The results shown in all the experiments are based on the assumption that the average percentage is 

40%, 60% or 100%. As a result, the following main conclusions can be drawn.  

� The safety lead time in SBS has an obvious effect on the performances. The longer the safety lead 

times of BBs are, the better the machine on-time delivery performance can be achieved.  

� SBS with positive safety lead times can perform better than MRP concepts when taking overplan 

cost, inventory investment and on-time delivery performance into consideration. It can control the 

overplan cost and inventory investment effectively when a higher delivery performance is achieved. 

The main reason is that SBS has a higher level of material synchronization.  

� The higher the average rate of order cancellation fee is, the more benefits SBS concepts can bring 

about. The main reason is that the MRP concept puts a higher percentage of materials on-order.  

Besides the conclusions generated in this project, it is recommended that more studies can be 

performed for a more in-depth investigation about the problem of over-planned materials. For example, 

it is worthwhile to analyze the effect of lead time, demand forecast accuracy and priority settings in SBS 

on the amount of over-planned materials.  If ASML decides to adopt the SBS concept, the most 
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important suggestion would be that the company knows how to translate the BB concept in a design 

view to a concept more from a logistics view. The original BB concept lacks in the supply feasibility. For 

example, it is sometimes only possible that ASML purchases a big module, which is composed of a group 

of BBs, from its suppliers. Additionally, ASML should obtain a better understanding of the relationship 

between the safety lead time setting in SBS and the on-time delivery performance which is desired by 

the company.  

Finally, it can be concluded that this project has made some contributions to the literature, mainly in 

two areas. Firstly, it contributes to the studies about material obsolescence. Essentially, the concept of 

the “over-planned materials” is defined to monitor the obsolescence risk of the current inventory, even 

though it is not a universal concept because it is only used inside ASML or maybe some other companies. 

Secondly, it contributes to the academic investigation about supply chain planning concepts in a non-

stationary and low volume demand environment.  
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Introduction 
ASML is a leading manufacturer of lithography machines for the semiconductor industry worldwide. The 

company is involved in a cyclic and volatile market. The demand for ASML’s machines fluctuates a lot 

and it is very hard to predict. However, some important and expensive materials applied in the 

machines have a very long replenishment lead time. Therefore, the planning of these materials only 

depends on the demand forecast which is not so accurate because of the fluctuation in the market. The 

machine on-time delivery performance is reduced if fewer materials have been planned than the actual 

demand.  But, each coin has two sides. Materials become over-planned if the actual demand turns out 

to be less than what has been expected. In the economic crisis which has just been passed, ASML had a 

big amount of materials which became over-planned.  

This master thesis project is set up in order to cope with the problem of over-planned materials. At the 

same time, the machine on-time delivery performance will also be paid attention to. In Chapter 1, we 

will describe the company’s business and the research question for this project. After that, the report 

consists of three main parts which include “preparation”, “solution” and “evaluation”. Essentially, it is a 

project about problem solving. Therefore, some necessary knowledge preparations for several key 

elements in the problem will be completed at first. Based on the preparation, a proper solution will be 

proposed and the performances will be evaluated. The report structure for the three main parts 

discussed above will be presented in Section 1.4.  
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1. Company and research assignment 
To begin with, Chapter 1 gives a general description of ASML and its business. Further, the problem that 

puzzles ASML now is described and a research assignment is set up in order to find a proper solution to 

it. In the end of this chapter, the structure of the rest of this report is presented.  

1.1 Company and product 

ASML is the world's top provider of lithography machines for the semiconductor industry, who is 

dedicated to manufacturing complex machines that are critical to the production of integrated circuits 

or microchips. ASML designs, develops, integrates, markets and serves these advanced machines, which 

continue to help its customers - the major chipmakers - reduce the size and increase the functionality of 

microchips, and consumer electronic equipment. Founded in the Netherlands in 1984, ASML is still a 

young company with a history of 26 years and a promising future in its area.  

Every year, ASML makes big investments in research and development activities to keep itself in the 

leading position in the lithography industry. The machines made by ASML are categorized in a 

hierarchical structure shown in Figure 1.  Under a machine family, there are machines based on different 

platforms and one platform can only belong to one machine family. However, the relationship between 

platforms and generic type is more complicated. Machines belonging to one generic type can be based 

on different platforms. The other way around, machines based on one platform can fall into categories 

of different generic types.  In fact, “Generic type” is closely related to the technology demand a certain 

machine can meet, which will be explained in detail later. For one machine type, it can only be 

categorized into one generic type and one platform. It should be highlighted that each “machine type” 

mentioned in this report actually refers to a type of machine from configuration point of view. Each 

“machine” refers to physical machines sold to certain customers.  

 

Figure 1 Product hierarchy 

At the moment, ASML is planning for machines on 5 different platforms which include 15 machine types 

(see Table 1). These machines types are those still being produced and sold to customers. ASML's 

machines have exposure wavelengths (λ) that vary from 365 nm (i-Line), 248 nm (KrF) to 193 nm (ArF), 
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and soon will incorporate extreme ultraviolet (EUV
1
) with the wavelengths of 13nm. From demand 

perspective, the market has demand for different technology in terms of wavelength regarding the 

machines even on the same platform. For the first 4 technologies, they can be realized on different 

platforms. For the same technology, there are several different generic types which can differ from each 

other based on other main performance parameters such as resolution and throughput etc. According 

to the sales data in the last quarter, 70% of the delivered systems belong to the category of ArF 

immersion (ArFi) [1]. 

Table 1 Platforms and machine types under planning by the end of 2009 

Machine 

types 

Technology demands (λ (nm)) 

i-Line (365) KrF (248) ArF (193) ArF immersion (193) EUV(13) 

Generic types 

XT:  

4X0 

5500 XT:  

8X0 

XT: 

10X0 

XT:  

14X0 

XT: 

17X0i 

XT: 

19X0i 

NXT1:  

19X0 

NXE: 

31XX 

P
la

tf
o

rm
s 

PAS5500  8TFH     

XTII    1700Fi    

XTIII 400G  850G 

860G Foundry
2
 

875G 

 1450G  1900Gi   

XTIV 400H  860H Foundry 

860H 

1000H 1450H  1950Hi   

NXT1     NXT1:1950i  

EUV     NXE: 

3100 

 

1.2 Customers and suppliers 

ASML sells machines to most of the world’s major chip manufacturers such as Samsung, Intel and TSMC 

[2]. Top 5 customers of ASML generate 60-70% of the total turnover on average [3]. Among all regions, 

Asia has been the area that successfully generates the largest amount of income for ASML. In essence, 

Lithography market is cyclic and volatile. Normally, forecast of customer demand has low accuracy and 

high instability [3]. 

Designing and producing the machines that ASML finally should deliver to customers is a very complex 

task with an average lead time for about 1.5 years. The company has about 600 suppliers and 55 critical 

suppliers including leading high tech companies such as Agilent, Carl Zeiss SMT, Cymer and VDL Groep [2] 

[3]. Carl Zeiss SMT, which is located in Germany, is the only supplier of lens which are the most 

expensive modules in a lithography machine. The main strategy applied to collaborate with suppliers is 

that ASML outsources the manufacturing of the materials as much as possible. Up to 90% of the total 

machine costs are supplied externally. This allows more focus on its core competences: design and 

                                                           
1
 EUV is an abbreviation for extreme ultraviolet (ASML: 5 to 15 nm), which is used for extreme ultraviolet lithography. 

2
 Foundry is a kind of customers and some machine types are designed for these customers.  
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integration of machines [2]. So, ASML co-designs many materials with its suppliers even though the 

company does not participate in the manufacturing.  

1.3 Research assignment 

ASML is doing business in a cyclic and volatile market. The customer demand is changeable and 

unpredictable. However, most of the materials applied in ASML’s machines have a very long lead time, 

compared to the customer order lead time. So, these materials have to be planned based on demand 

forecast. As a result, ASML faces a problem, which is also the main problem that is focused on in this 

project: the large quantity of over-planned materials. According to the definition used at ASML, over-

planned materials refer to those materials which cannot be consumed by the future demand of 18 

months according to the forecast done in the current month. These materials can either be those that 

are already in the stock at ASML or those ASML has placed a purchase order for. The former kind of 

materials is called as over-planned materials “on-hand” and the later kind as over-planned materials 

“on-order”. Additionally, the overall cost of these over-planned materials refers to the “overplan cost” in 

the rest of this report. Essentially, the overplan cost is a dynamic measurement since it changes every 

time when the forecast changes. In this section, the cause and size of the problem are investigated and 

the specific problem is defined in Subsection 1.3.1. Afterwards, a specific research question which 

should be answered by this project regarding the main problem is formulated in Subsection 1.3.2 and 

translated into several main tasks of this project in Subsection 1.3.3.  

1.3.1 Problem description 

An investigation is conducted to provide an idea about how big the problem of over-planned materials is. 

The average overplan cost is calculated and compared with total cost of sales
3
 in the last three years (as 

shown in Table 2). It can be seen that the problem was getting much more serious in 2009 which was a 

down-turn year.  

Table 2 Overplan cost over total sales 

Year (#) Overplan cost/Cost of 

sales (%) 

2007 5.7% 

2008 12.5% 

2009 40.0% 

 

Based on the data in the last three years, further analysis shows that 47% of the total over-planned 

materials value on average is caused by “machine plan change”. The detailed cause analysis is shown in 

Appendix A. To be more specific, the changes in MPS lead to a large amount of over-planned materials 

cost. Especially in the down-turn year (2009), ASML realized the economic crisis was coming and then 

reduced the forecast of machines. As a result, many materials became over-planned. MPS is a main 

element in the current supply chain planning concept of MRP. According to the logic of MRP, MPS 

should be updated with a certain frequency and material ordering is directly derived from MPS 

                                                           
3
 Cost of sales stands for the total cost that ASML spent in the whole year and it is a cost before margin. 
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according to the BOM structure. This indicates that the current planning concept cannot avoid the 

“machine plan change”. Additionally, the changes in the machine plan directly result in the changes in 

materials ordering. Therefore, the main problem of this project can be formulated as below. 

“The yearly average total overplan cost at ASML is too high, especially in the down-turn 

year, possibly due to the current supply chain planning concept which follows the MRP 

logic.” 

1.3.2 Research question formulation 

According to the problem defined above, the current planning concept is questionable. In fact, ASML is 

looking for a new planning concept in recent years. A group of company projects and student projects 

(Yang, 2009 & de Jong, 2010) have been finished or are going (one post-master project) regarding the 

new supply chain planning concept at ASML. Yang (2009) has studied the influences that different 

Customer Order Decoupling Points (CODP) in the current planning concept (MRP) could have on the on-

time delivery performance and inventory investment. Further, de Jong (2010) has implemented 

Synchronized Base Stock (SBS) policy and compared it with the MRP concept investigated in Yang (2009). 

The on-going post-master project will be dedicated to the investigation about integer Linear 

Programming (LP) method in ASML’s case. These studies focus more on the two high level supply chain 

problems at ASML including the low delivery performance and the high inventory investment. Besides, 

ASML expects that the new planning concept takes many problems into consideration, such as the 

problem of over-planned materials. This project is dedicated to the new planning concept and its effects 

on the over-planned materials. Meanwhile, the two high level problems mentioned above will also be 

paid attention to. It should be noticed that the planning concept which will be studied in this project 

does not have to be totally different from MRP, SBS or LP. Instead, it focuses more on the over-planned 

materials.  

To provide direction to the development of a new supply chain planning concept, the Supply Chain 

Department at ASML has suggested a solution direction that moves the planning level from the machine 

level to a lower one. To be more specific, MRP is a planning concept which is based on forecasts of 

machines, which are on the highest level in the BOM structure. The solution direction means developing 

a new planning concept which is based on the forecast of physical items at a lower level than the 

machine level.  Theoretically there should be more commonality among items at a lower level than the 

machine level (no commonality at machine level actually). In addition, the solution direction proposed 

can get strong supports from literatures in term of inventory reduction. Essentially, this can take 

advantage of component commonality to pool the demand deviation under certain conditions (Baker, 

1985, Baker et al, 1986, Gerchak et al, 1988). Even when the common components are more expensive, 

introducing more common components can still bring noticeable cost reduction in safety stock due to 

the risk pooling (Eynan & Rosenblatt, 1996, Hillier, 2002).  

Further, the Supply Chain Department at ASML proposes that the lower level can be the building block 

(BB) level. BB is a concept originally proposed by the Development and Engineering Department (D&E). 

From a design perspective, one machine should have several functions, which are called “Functional 

Clusters (FC)” at ASML. In order to realize these functions, a group of BBs are needed (Huang, 2009) for 

each specific function. The definition of BBs is such that a machine is always described by a set of BBs 
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and no additional parts are needed. It should be emphasized that a BB cannot be decomposed into 

(lower-level) BB’s [4]. In order to build up one BB, at least one 12NC part is needed. The 12NC part is at 

the lowest level of the “BOM” from a design view. However, BB is a totally new concept for supply chain 

management and internal production because it has never been used in the two areas. In principle, BB is 

a concept from design perspective and supply chain and production departments never apply this 

concept in their planning activities. Figure 2 shows the difference between configurations from different 

views. However, problem remains whether it is effective to move planning to a lower level in order to 

reduce the overplan cost, even when it successfully reduces the inventory investment.  

 

Figure 2 Configuration concepts 

According to the analysis above, the key research question research question of this master thesis 

project can be formulated as below:   

“Compared with MRP concept based on the machine level, does a new supply chain 

planning concept based on the building block (BB) level lead to a lower total overplan cost 

and what influences will this new concept bring to the average on-time delivery 

performance and total inventory investment?” 

In Subsection 1.3.3, several tasks are designed in order to answer the key research question.  

1.3.3 Research assignment  

This subsection figures out what steps should be taken in order to answer the key research question. 

Since BB is a new concept to supply chain planning, it is still not clear what kind of characteristics BBs 

have and how big the commonality exists at BB level. Therefore, adequate analysis about BB is required 

especially for the commonality investigation. Additionally, the characteristics of ASML’s demand is 

important for finding a proper supply chain planning concept for ASML since one concept cannot work 

well in every situation.  By means of literature study, one supply chain planning concept which should be 

suitable for ASML’s case is selected and made more adaptable for ASML. Finally, evaluation is done and 

relative recommendations are provided in the end. Detailed steps within the scope of project are 

defined one by one as following:  

� Analysis of the current supply chain planning concept.  

� Analysis of BB’s characteristics such as average lead time, standard price and commonality etc. Only 

BBs applied on machines based on platform XTIII, XTIV and NXT1 are included in the scope of this 

analysis since the information about BB based on other platforms is far from complete. 
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� Analysis of machine and BB demand characteristics such as demand correlation and standard 

deviation. 

� Formulation of a mathematical model which illustrates the relationship of different variables in 

supply chain planning. The model only deals with machines, production modules and BBs.  

� Application of a supply chain planning concept selected from literatures to determine the decision 

variables in the mathematical model formulated before.  

� Evaluation of both MRP (the current planning concept) and new planning concept based on 

simulations.  

� Conclusions and Recommendations of the new planning concept to be implemented at ASML.  

1.4 Report structure 

The steps defined in Subsection 1.3.3 will be completed in the rest of this report in different chapters. In 

this section, the structure of the rest of this report is established. Chapter 2, 3 and 4 are necessary 

knowledge preparation for this project and they are independent from each other. They deal with the 

description of the current planning concept, analysis of characteristics of BBs and machine demands 

respectively. With the knowledge got from Chapter 2-4, a proper supply chain planning concept is 

formulated and implemented in software. Therefore, the relationship of different variables in the 

planning concept is described in Chapter 5 and the new supply chain planning concept which is used to 

determine the decision variables is discussed in Chapter 6. Afterwards, simulations of both MRP concept 

and the new concept are done in Chapter 7. In this chapter, a group of experiments is conducted in 

order to check the performance of different concepts in different scenarios. To be followed, conclusions 

about computational results are drawn for the concepts comparison. In the final chapter (Chapter 8), 

main conclusions are drawn and recommendations are provided for ASML about the new planning 

concept if they would like to do more work about the problem of over-planned materials or implement 

the new planning concept. The overview of all chapters in the rest of this report is shown in Figure 3, 

which includes three main stages: preparation, solution and evaluation.  

 

Figure 3 Structure of Chapter 2 till Chapter 8 
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2. Current supply chain planning  
This chapter introduces the current supply chain planning method at ASML. The planning is mainly 

based on the MRP II logic. In the first section, the whole process from purchasing materials from 

suppliers to delivering the complete machines to ASML’s customers is described. In the second section, 

the supply chain planning process is described.   

2.1 Production process 

The supply chain planning process is closely related to the production process (shown in Figure 4) at 

ASML. There are two major processes in the production inside ASML which are called “ASSY” (Assembly) 

and “FASY” (Final Assembly). Materials purchased externally are assembled into different ASSY 

production modules in the first place. Afterwards, these ASSY modules are assembled into a machine at 

the FASY stage. ASML plans the quantity of each machine that should start in FASY according to forecast 

done in the Machine Start Plan (MSP), which is the same as the Master Production Schedule (MPS) at 

ASML. The plan of ASSY is generated according to the plan of FASY. The current customer order 

decoupling point (CODP) is approximately positioned between “FASY” and “Test” and has not been 

clearly defined yet (Yang, 2009). Most components at ASSY stage are purchased from external suppliers.  

 

Figure 4 Logistics and production process 

2.2 Planning process 

The planning hierarchy applied at ASML is as presented in Figure 5. The rolling planning process follows 

this hierarchy. To begin with, the demand forecast for the next 18 months is generated by sales and 

marketing departments together. The forecast is updated every month. The sales department is 

responsible for the first 9 months and the marketing department is responsible for the next 9 months. 

Sales generate the monthly demand forecast of machine types on different customer sites. Additionally, 

the marketing department delivers the quarterly demand forecast of every machine type.   

Every month, the Central Planning Department derives the demand plan of machine types for 18 

months ahead. Likewise, the plan for the first 9 months is on a monthly base and the later 9 months on a 

quarterly base. The demand plan acts as the connection between demand and supply. It takes the 

demand forecast (as described above), customer orders within 6 months, long term move rate
4
 (MR) 

targets and supply chain capacity into consideration. To deliver the demand plan, monthly demand in 

the first 9 months for machine types is aggregated to corresponding generic types. In the same way, 

                                                           
4
 ASML uses move rate to denote the number of machines that can start to be built in a week 
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quarterly demand in the next 9 months for machine types is aggregated. Then, the demand for generic 

types is compared with the production plan provided by the supply chain management department. The 

production plan is derived from the MPS made last month (master production schedule) for specific 

machine types and it is also aggregated to the generic type level. The mismatch of demand forecast and 

production plan is adjusted by central planning and sales together in order to obtain high profit and 

customer satisfaction and follow long-term company strategy. Shortage allocation between machine 

types of different generic types and between machine types ordered by different customers is a key 

activity in the adjustment.  

Once the demand plan has been agreed on, the new MPS of specific machine types for every week in 

the following maximum 18 months is created. The MPS is updated every week. It should be highlighted 

that the forecast for a new month in MPS is only added when the current entire month is passed.  

Based on MPS and according to MRP II logic, the material plan is derived according to the BOM structure. 

Most of the materials are purchased directly from ASML’s external suppliers and these materials are 

called “buy parts”. The MO in Figure 5 stands for the department named “Material Ordering” and IE 

refers to the department of “Industrial Engineering”.  

 

Figure 5 Planning hierarchy 
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3. Analysis of commonality in building blocks 
In this chapter, we provide a better understanding of Building Block (BB) especially from a supply chain 

planning point of view. The chapter contains two sections. In the first place, the categorization of BB is 

described in Section 3.1. Afterwards in Section 3.2, commonality of BB is investigated because it 

influences the effect of the new planning concept if it is implemented at ASML in the future.   

3.1 Building blocks categories 

All the BBs used at ASML are divided into three different categories (Huang, 2009) and two of them are 

taken into account in this project. There are platform generic BBs and machine type specific BBs, which 

are called “Box 1 BB” and “Box 2 BB” respectively. Box 1 BB can be used in all the machine types based 

on one or more platforms. Box 2 BB can be applied to several machine types based on one or more 

platforms. In order to provide a clearer picture of BB categories, Figure 6 visualizes a more detailed 

categorization of BBs in a simple case with 2 platforms and 5 machine types. Box 1 BB includes “BB-A”, 

“BB-B” and “BB-A&B” and Box 2 BB includes “BB21”, “BB22” and “BB23”.  

� Machine a1 & Machine a2: The two machine types are based on the same platform A. Machine 

b1, Machine b2 and Machine b3 are machine types based on the same platform B. On the same 

platform, these machine types can be under the category of same technology or different 

technologies.  

� BB21: This kind of BB represents the machine type specific BBs that can only be used for one 

machine type.  

� BB22: This kind of BB represents the machine type specific BBs that can be applied to multiple 

machine types based on different platforms. 

� BB23: This kind of BB represents the machine type specific BBs that can be used for multiple 

machine types within a platform. The only difference between these BBs and a platform generic 

BB is that not all the machine types on the same platform should use these BBs. 

� BB-A & BB-B: This kind of BB represents the platform generic BBs which can be applied in all the 

machine types based on only one platform. 

� BB-A&B: This kind of BB represents the platform generic BBs which can be applied in all the 

machine types based on two or more platforms.  
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Figure 6 Commonality between BBs 

3.2 Commonality analysis 

In this section, an investigation is done in order to have a better understanding of commonality among 

BBs. Due to the fact that this concept is derived from product design process; the existing measurement 

of commonality is formulated mainly from a design view. The concept of “Building Block Placeholder 

(BBP)” is introduced to represent a BB for which more than one variant is available. For a BB with only 1 

variant, this variant also acts as placeholder. Thus, the commonality is computed by (number of 

BBP/number of BB). In Appendix B, the commonality calculated in this way is displayed.  

However, this commonality measurement is not so useful for supply chain planning because it does not 

reflect the BOM structure in a direct way. Therefore, a new commonality measurement is required 

which should be simple and more useful for supply chain planning. It is proposed that the commonality 

of a BB is measured by the number of machine types that the BB can be applied. This measurement can 

provide a better understanding about how machine types are similar to each other in terms of their 

physical elements. In the rest of this report, commonality of BBs is always calculated in this way.  

The information about BBs is not recorded in a well-organized way. Therefore, only information about 

BBs, which are applied in all the 15 machine types based on three platforms: XTIII, XTIV and NXT1, is 

collected completely. In Table 3, the investigation result of commonality among BBs is presented. There 

are 876 BBs included in the investigation and all the BBs are physical items purchased from external 

suppliers. For a better understanding of Table 3, a simple explanation for data in the second row is given 

as follows. Among all the 876 BBs for the 15 machine types, there are 301 BBs (34% over all the BBs) 

that are applied in only one machine type. They have an average price of 88797 euro’s and an average 

lead time of 78 workdays. Among these 301 BBs, one BB has the longest replenishment lead time of 224 

workdays.  

It can be seen from the results that BBs which are only applied in one machine type account for a major 

part of all the BBs and their average price is relative high. These BBs have the same demand risk as the 

machine type they are applied have. In other words, there is a big percentage of BBs which cannot take 

advantage of commonality to pool demand risks. This fact challenges the positive effect that moving 

planning towards a lower level can bring about.  
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Table 3 Overall BB commonality 

Commonality Count (%) AVG Price (€) AVG Lead time (month) CV of Lead time Longest Lead time (month) 

1 34% > 50,000 3~6 0.4 >9 

2 16% 10,000~50,000 3~6 0.4 6~9 

3 12% 10,000~50,000 3~6 0.5 >9 

4 6% 10,000~50,000 3~6 0.4 6~9 

5 3% 10,000~50,000 3~6 0.4 6~9 

6 4% <10,000 3~6 0.3 3~6 

7 3% >50,000 3~6 0.4 3~6 

8 5% <10,000 3~6 0.5 >9 

9 3% <10,000 3~6 0.4 3~6 

10 1% <10,000 <3 0.5 3~6 

11 1% <10,000 3~6 0.3 3~6 

12 1% <10,000 3~6 0.4 >9 

13 2% <10,000 3~6 0.3 3~6 

14 4% <10,000 3~6 0.6 6~9 

15 4% <10,000 3~6 0.4 6~9 

 

In the configuration management of ASML, the term of “Reuse” is used to calculate the commonality 

between two platforms which are introduced in time order. The definition of “reuse” is as follows: All 

BBs of a platform are compared to a predecessor platform on BB number. If there is no change the BB is 

reused. Table 4 indicates the reuse between platforms and it can be seen that there is large difference 

between reuse levels. Further, the reuse is only calculated in terms of common BB amount and does not 

take the value of BBs into consideration. While actually, there are tremendous differences between BBs 

with regard to their prices.  

Table 4 Reuse between platforms 

Platform # BBs Reference # Reused BBs Reuse 

XTIII 1031 XTII 272 26% 

XTIV 1139 XTIII 749 66% 

NXT1 709 XTIV 360 51% 

NXE 615 NXT1 124 20% 

Source: Configuration management of ASML 

It can be concluded that there is a big percentage of BBs that can only be used in one or two machine 

types. These BBs have a relative high price and long lead time. This fact may restrict the improvement by 

other planning concepts based on a lower level than a machine level (e.g. MRP). Additionally, there is a 

low reuse of BBs between the platform NXT1 and NXE. From a technology perspective, the platform NXE 

applies an essentially different technology and its structure is quite different from all the previous 

platforms. In ASML’s business, this kind of platform is introduced with a low frequency.  
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4. Analysis of machine and building block demand  
For the development of planning concepts, the demand features for machines and BBs are important 

knowledge. It is expected that demand fluctuation of BBs is less than that for machines.  In this chapter, 

demand for machines and BBs will be analyzed in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively.  

4.1 Machine demand 

As illustrated in Table 1, one machine type is based on one platform and designed to meet a certain type 

of technology demand. Therefore, the study of machine demand characteristics involves both 

technology demand and platform demand and they are presented in Subsection 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. In short, 

technology demand exists for a long term and demand of platforms roughly follows a lifetime cycle 

which means it may disappear at a certain time point. In Subsection 4.1.3, conclusions about machine 

demand characteristics are provided.  

4.1.1 Demand for different technologies 

� Characteristics of demand for technologies 

From company files which record the information about delivered new machines, monthly demand data 

for different technologies and platforms for the last 5 years are arranged and generated (as shown in 

Figure 7). The demand in Figure 7 indicates the machines of different technologies required by ASML’s 

customers all over the world every month in the last 5 years. It can be found that demand shown in 

Figure 7 fluctuates a lot; it is not easy to recognize the demand behavior. In order to have a clear view of 

demand behavior, an un-weighted moving average for 6 months is calculated for each month which 

leads to the data shown in Figure 8. Based on the data in Figure 7, the average monthly demand for the 

last 5 years for each technology, its standard deviation and coefficient of variation are derived and 

displayed in Table 5.  

 

Figure 7 Demand for i-Line, KrF, ArF and ArFi in last 5 yrs 
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Figure 8 Technology demand in moving average 

Table 5 Average for different technologies 

Parameters i-Line KrF ArF ArFi 

Average monthly demand(#) 3 5 4 3 

� Correlation between cumulative demand for different technologies 

One important characteristic of demand behavior that influences the risk pooling effect is the 

correlation between different kinds of demand. For the decision making in supply chain management, 

cumulative demand during the lead time of different BBs interests managers more. Therefore, in this 

subsection, the correlations between cumulative demands for machine types under different technology 

categories are investigated. To begin with, the lifetime for different machine types is recognized. The 

lifetime is measured by the length of duration between the first and last customer order arrives 

(between the first and last CRD
5
). For correlation investigation, it is important to recognize the lifetime 

for each product. The reason is that correlation calculation is meaningful when the cumulative demands 

of two machine types coexist. In other words, when one of the two machine types phases out (the 

cumulative demand equals zero forever) and the other one is still in its lifetime, the correlation 

calculation is meaningless. In Table 6, it shows the CRDs for all the machines from 2007 till 2012. The 

lifetime for all the platforms from 2001 till 2012 is shown in Appendix C.  

Table 6 Customer request date (CRD) 2007-2012 

 

                                                           
5
 Customer Request Date (CRD). It refers to the date that a certain customer needs a certain machine. Normally, 

one CRD relates to one customer for one specific machine at one time.  
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i-Line

KrF

ArF

7 8 9 10 11 12

Machine type 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4

400G 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

450G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

400H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

875G 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

860G Foundry 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

850G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

870G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

860H Foundry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

860H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 6 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1900Gi 1 0 0 3 3 1 3 9 3 6 7 7 6 3 6 6 1 3 2 5 0 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 5 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1450G 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 4 1 6 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NXT1:1950i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 3 0 2 7 5 5 1 4 3 9 9 8 5 6 2 5 8 5 3 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1

1000H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1450H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

1950HI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 8 4 6 7 6 6 9 8 5 2 1 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Timetable for Demand Occurance
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The correlation of cumulative demand is investigated as shown in Table 7 and Table 8. The correlation is 

studied for machine types on different platforms respectively in order to eliminate the effect of platform 

changes (it is assumed that machine types based on the same platform are introduced at the same time). 

The upper part of each cell in the Table 7 and Table 8 refers to correlation of cumulative demand of two 

machine types in different time horizons. The first number from the left in the bracket indicates 

correlation of 6 months’ cumulative demand. The middle one indicates that for 9 months and the last 

number in the bracket indicates that for 12 months. The lower part of each cell indicates the 

commonality between two machine types. Notation 
���  indicates the commonality between machine 

type 	 and type j.  

Notations ���  Number of BBs that is used in machine  ����  Number of BBs that is used in both machine  and machine � 
��� Commonality between two machine types 


��� = ������� +��� −����  

Table 7 Cumulative demand correlation and commonality for machine types on XTIII 

 

Table 8 Cumulative demand correlation and commonality for machine types on XTIV 
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It can be seen (from Table 7 and Table 8) that most correlations between the cumulative demands of 

machines types are positive. This indicates that there are positive correlations between technology 

demands. It can be noticed that there are some negative demand correlations. The possible reason is 

that some machine types on the same old platform have an increasing demand when that platform 

phases out. What’s more, the increasing demand is mainly proposed by ASML itself because the 

company intends to get rid of the materials used in the machine types on the old platform. In some 

cases, ASML advises its customers to buy a certain type of machine. Additionally the commonalities 

between machine types based on the same platform differ a lot. The detailed conclusions will be 

provided in Subsection 4.1.3.  

4.1.2 Demand for different platforms 

� Demand characteristics for platforms 

The monthly demand for platforms in the past 5 years is derived (shown in Figure 9). The platform 

demand is calculated by aggregating the demand volume of all the machine types based on a certain 

platform. Demand of platforms fluctuates to a large extent. Every platform should have phase-in and 

phase-out phase. It means that, unlike technologies, platforms have their own lifetimes which are 

normally different from each other. So, there should be a time point when first demand for any machine 

type based on a certain platform occurs and the last moment after when demand for any machine type 

based on that platform disappear forever. The duration in between is the lifetime for a platform. In 

Figure 9, the lifetime effect can be roughly seen when some of these platforms phase in and phase out.  

 

Figure 9 Monthly demands for different platforms in last 5 years 

� Correlation between cumulative demands for different platforms 

Again, the correlation of cumulative demand between machine types based on the different platforms is 

analyzed. The correlation is studied for machine types under the same technology category in order to 

rule out the effect of technology differences. The results are displayed in Figure 10 and notations are 

followed. It should be mentioned that the correlation between cumulative demands for KrF machine 

types and some ArF machine types are not calculated because the overlap in their lifetimes is too short 

(see Table 6). So, all the arrows between these machine types are dotted and only commonalities are 

provided.   
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Figure 10 Correlation of cumulative demand over platforms and commonalities 

4.1.3 Conclusions for machine demand 

According to the analysis in Subsection 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, conclusions about machine demand 

characteristics are drawn and listed as following.  

Conclusions for commonality:  

� The average commonality between machine types under the same technology over different 

periods of time is 35.6%. The average commonality between machine types under different 

technologies in the same period of time is 43.0%. It can be concluded that similar degrees of 

commonality exist within a certain technology over time and between technologies at the same 

time period.  

� Commonality within technology “i-Line” and “KrF” are higher than that within the technology 

“ArF” (with a percentage of 30.6%). The reason for this may be the higher diversity in the 

machine types of “ArF” technology. Further, the higher diversity should be caused by two facts. 

Firstly, there is immersion technology under “ArF” category which makes some machine types 

quite different from other “ArF” machine types.  Secondly, a new platform called “NXT1” is 

included under “ArF” category. This platform itself is highly different from XTIII and XTIV 

platforms.  

� Within the category of “ArF” technology, the average commonality between machine types in 

different periods (30.6%) is lower than that between “ArF” machine types and other machine 

types in the same periods (40.0%). 

Conclusions for demand correlation: 

� In general, there is negative correlation of demand for machine types on two consecutive 

platforms. The exception is the positive correlations between platform “XTIV” and “NXT1”. The 
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major reason for this is that platform “NXT1” starts to have positive external demand at the 

quite similar time as “XTIV”. Moreover, a minor reason for this is that there is only one machine 

type which is a “wet” machine type (with immersion technology) based on platform NXT1. Wet 

machine types are different from dry machine types. Taking advantage of the commonality 

(nearly 40%) between these machine types, the negative correlation can facilitate the risk 

pooling for these common BBs.  

� For machine types based on the same platform, their cumulative demands are positively related 

with each other. The main reason for this is that when customers would like to expand their 

capacities, they normally require machine of machine types for different technology needs at 

the same time.  

� Within the ArF technology demand, there are positive correlations for the demand of “wet 

machine type” and “dry machine type” at the same time. They are two machine types with large 

differences in between; therefore they are not substitutable for each other. While, there is large 

negative relationship for the wet machine types not on the same platform. 

4.2 Building blocks demand 

Section 4.1 analyzes and concludes the machine demand characteristics in terms of technology and 

platform demand. To be continued, this section studies the BB demand characteristics. Due to the fact 

that more commonality exists at the BB level than that at the machine level, the fluctuation of demand 

is expected to be less at the BB level than at the machine level. In order to verify the expectation, a 

quantitative analysis is done and its results are presented in Table 9. With the help of BOM, the demand 

for each BB is calculated by aggregating the demand from different machine types on which that BB is 

applied. The “Average BB (AVG)” for each machine type is derived from the average demand of all the 

BBs that are applied on that machine type. The three lines highlighted by blue indicate the ratio of 

average BB demand to average machine type demand. All the demand in Table 9 is calculated on a 

monthly base. All the results shown in Table 9 are visualized in Appendix D.  
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Table 9 Demand fluctuation on machine and BB level 
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Average BB (AVG) 5.9 1.8 3.9 4.5 4.1 4.3 4.4 5.2 8.2 4.4 3.9 3.9 4.3 3.4 

Machine type 

(AVG) 

0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.0 3.0 0.8 1.6 1.0 0.3 0.2 2.6 2.7 

BB/Machine type 

(AVG) 

7.1 9.8 16.5 8.4 7.6 4.1 1.5 6.2 5.2 4.6 13.1 16.8 1.7 1.3 

Average BB (STD) 3.3 1.0 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.5 1.7 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.3 3.1 3.1 

Machine type 

(STD) 

0.8 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.5 2.5 0.8 1.9 0.9 0.6 0.4 2.9 2.8 

BB/Machine type 

(STD) 

4.0 2.4 7.7 4.2 4.1 2.2 1.4 2.2 1.7 3.5 6.1 7.6 1.1 1.1 

Average BB (CV) 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.2 

Machine type (CV) 1.0 2.2 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.8 0.9 1.2 0.9 1.9 1.8 1.2 1.0 

BB/Machine type 

(CV) 

0.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.4 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.8 1.1 

 

Conclusions: 

� For each machine type, the average monthly demand for BBs that can be used in that machine 

type is higher than the monthly demand for that machine type. So is the standard deviation in 

monthly demand for these BBs. The main reason for it should be that some BBs can be used in 

different machine types. Meanwhile, the fluctuation on the demand for machine has 

accumulated to some extent at the BB level. 

� The coefficient of variation for the monthly demand for BBs used on each machine type is 

smaller than that for machine types. Relatively speaking, the fluctuation at the BB level is little 

bit less than at the machine level. 
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5. Model formulation 
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, commonalities among BBs and demand characteristics have been analyzed. 

BB is a new concept for supply chain planning and ASML’s demand has its own features. Therefore, both 

chapters provide a necessary and important knowledge preparation for developing a new supply chain 

planning concept based on BB level. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 deal with the new planning concept. To 

begin with, Chapter 5 formulates the model which illustrates the relationship between different 

variables in the supply chain planning. Additionally, this chapter describes the demand pattern, supply 

process and performance measurements, which are three important elements for a planning model. To 

be continued, Chapter 6 mainly deals with the decision variable in the model formulated in Chapter 5. A 

proper supply chain planning concept is selected for ASML’s case in order to determine the decision 

variable. In current case, MRP logic is applied to determine the decision variable.  

5.1 Model scope 

To begin with, it is important that the scope of the model is defined (shown as followings).  

1. The model developed in this project only involves the planning activities in the block of “Supply 

Chain Planning” and “Production Planning” as shown in Figure 5. In other words, the model will 

not deal with the problems of how demand is forecasted and how MPS is created. It should be 

noticed that the planning concept SBS (which will be discussed in Chapter 6) creates MPS. Here, 

MPS will not be created by any planning concept but considered as the demand forecast for the 

model.  

2. To build machines at ASML, different kinds of BBs are needed such as physical parts and 

software. Additionally some BBs are purchased from external suppliers and some of them are 

made by ASML or its affiliates. In this model, only the physical BBs purchased from external 

suppliers are considered. They can be either Box 1 BB or Box 2 BB.  

In the following sections, the model is described in more details from the perspective of BOM structure, 

planning process, replenishment process, and performance measurement. These topics are dealt with 

one by one. All the assumptions and notations are listed in Appendix E and Appendix F respectively. 

Some of them are also explained sufficiently in this section.  

5.2 BOM structure 

In this model, a set � is defined for all the machine types that ASML sells to different customers. Set � 

includes a diversity of machine types	�,	� = 1,2,…�. To produce one machine type	�, a group of BBs 

should be purchased from hundreds of ASML’s suppliers. The set 	�  is defined to indicate all the BBs that 

should be used in the machine types in	� and	 = 1,2, …�, ∀ ∈ �. For each BB	 ∈ �, the set of machine 

types that a BB can be used in is denoted by	��. The relationship between machine type 	� and each BB 

in � is denoted by	���, which refers to the number of BB  that is needed for the production of one 

machine type	�. To simplify the model, it is assumed that	��� ∈ �0,1!. The assumption does not 

influence the realization of the model’s objective since it is applied to different planning concepts and it 

is only important to look at the comparison results. Additionally, this assumption does not violate the 

facts at ASML since it is the case for the relationship between most BBs and machine types. So, the set 
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"� is created to denote all the BBs used in the machine type  � (with	��� = 1, ∀ ∈ �). Actually, each 

BB is composed of at least one 12 NC part, which are the materials at the lowest level. However, this 

model does not deal with any 12 NC parts so BBs become the lowest level materials in this model.  

According to Figure 4, it can be seen that all the materials purchased from external suppliers are 

assembled (ASSY) first and final assembled (FASY) at a later stage. The production modules at ASSY stage 

are denoted by	#. On one hand, for the ASSY of each machine type	�, it needs multiple BBs purchased 

from external suppliers. On the other hand, one BB ,  ∈ � can be applied in multiple ASSY modules for 

different machine types. In short conclusion, ASML has a general assembly structure which contains 

both convergent and divergent structures in the BOM.   

5.3 Planning process 

In this model, a new CODP (as shown in Figure 11) is defined for the comparison of different planning 

concepts. The original CODP shown in Figure 4 is moved upstream to the beginning of ASSY. The new 

CODP is selected because now ASML is considering the feasibility and effectiveness of it. Moreover, the 

production cycle times in ASSY, FASY, Test, Packing & Shipment and Install are assumed to be constant, 

In the simulation to be done in Chapter 7, it is assumed that all the time spent after ASSY starting equals 

the customer order lead time. The two actions help compare different planning concepts in a better way 

since the effect of production cycle time fluctuation is eliminated as a result. The final customer delivery 

performance is more closely related to the non-stock out rate of all the BBs. Therefore, it can be more 

easily found out which planning concept can maintain the inventory level of BBs in a better way. 

Additionally, some company projects are designed for the investigation about moving CODP upstream. 

So, this project can contribute to that investigation. The new CODP indicates that material ordering is 

based on forecast and internal production is based on the incoming customer orders.  

 

Figure 11 New CODP in model 

As described in Figure 5, the MPS is created every week for a long horizon of 78 weeks (around 19 

months). It should be noted that even though MPS is updated every week, the planning horizon is 

extended month by month. The material ordering takes place every week. For simplicity, this model 

takes week as the minimum time unit. Therefore, the replenishment lead-time $�	for each BB is rounded 

up to weeks.  

From demand perspective, it is assumed that customer demand should be met according to a “First 

Come First Serve (FCFS)” policy. Each machine type � is sold at a constant standard price to every 
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customer. The shortage of machines is backordered and the sales are not lost. The difference of backlog 

of machine � between period 	 and 	 + 1 cannot be larger than the actual demand of that machine 

type at period		. The backlog of machine type  � at period 	 is denoted by ���	� and the actual demand 

is presented as	%��	�. The following constraint should hold: ���	 + 1� − ���	� ≤ %��	�	∀	 ∈ �																																																															�1.0�		 
Furthermore, there are several characteristics of machine demand which should be paid attention to in 

this model. These characteristics (as listed below) differentiate the demand process that ASML usually 

faces from the planning scenarios described in many literatures.  

� Non-stationary demand 

The expensive machines produced and sold by ASML have a life cycle from phase-in till phase-out. 

Demand for a machine type ramps up when that machine type gets mature. Additionally, the market 

where ASML is doing business has an undeniable fluctuation due to the up-turn and down-turn of macro 

economy. As a result, the demand for machines of ASML follows a non-stationary demand. So is the case 

for BBs. A certain percentage of the BBs phases out when the machine type to which it can be applied 

phases out. Moreover, demands for BBs also have a large standard deviation (as shown in Table 9). The 

only good news brought by BBs is that they have relatively low coefficient of variance compared with 

machine types. Further, planners do not know the mean and deviation of demand in advance in the 

actual planning activity. Therefore, this model deals with non-stationary demand.  

� Finite horizon 

As stated above, the machines sold by ASML experience phase-out at a certain period. Demand only 

occurs in a finite horizon, which means new machine types are added to the planning scope and old 

machine types are out of the planning scope since they will never be produced and sold. This fact also 

contradicts with literature (de Kok and Fransoo (2003)). Normally, a machine type has a lifetime for 26 

months on average (according to Table 6). However, some very expensive BBs take 9-12 months to be 

replenished. Therefore, there is a high risk for BBs to be obsolete and this becomes a key concern for 

management at ASML. This model is dedicated to solving a finite horizon inventory control problem.  

� Low volume demand 

ASML faces demand for each machine type with a very low volume (1.06 per month) and these demands 

should be integer. In most cases, the demands have a coefficient of variance of larger than 1, which 

means that the monthly demand for one machine type deviate a lot. In addition, in a low volume case, a 

small change in order quantity might cause large change in inventory. For example, ordering one single 

machine more increases the machine inventory by 50% if the original inventory is 2. The planning 

concepts used for massive production cases should be adjusted in order to be applicable to ASML’s case. 

In conclusion, this model copes with low volume demand in terms of integer.  

From supply point of view, the supply chain planning at ASML takes several constraints into 

consideration. For all the BBs purchased from external suppliers, it is assumed that all the suppliers have 

infinite capacity to realize the demand from ASML. However, the supply of production modules inside 

ASML in the model has certain constraint. The first one is the maximum move rate for production 

module, which is denoted by	(��. The main reason is that production of each module consumes the 
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internal resource. The second constraint refers to a maximum number of Work-in-Processes (WIP) for 

production module, as denoted by	()�. The WIP is constrained because there is a fixed number of 

cabins and each cabin can only process one item (Jong, 2010). The model denotes scheduled receipt of 

production module at the start of period 	 as	*��	� and the quantity of order released for item  
considering all the constraints at period 	 as	���	�. Further, 	��+�	� is used to denote the quantity of 

purchase order should be released if only taking the resource constraints into consideration.  

	��+�	� ≤ �,-(��, �, .()� − / *��	 + ,�01234 , 056			∀	 ∈ #																		�2.0� 
There is no lot-size constraint and each	���	� should be an integer. Actually, 	���	� is a decision variable 

for different planning concepts that ASML can adopt. Therefore, how to decide 	���	� depends on which 

planning logic is used and it is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.  

5.4 Replenishment process 

This model considers the replenishment of BBs and production modules. The replenishment of BBs is 

finished by ASML’s external suppliers according to the quantity of order 	���	�	released by ASML. All the 

BBs released become available for ASML $� periods later. It is assumed that there is no lead time 

variability since suppliers are assumed to have infinite production capacity. Likewise, there is no lead 

time variability for production modules because the final quantity of order released has already taken 

the resource constrains into account (���	� ≤ 	��+�	�). As a result, the replenishment process for BBs, 

production modules and machines are the same. Several new variables are defined as follows.  ���	� Physical inventory of item  at the start of period 	, immediately before receipt of *��	� 7��	� Net inventory, e.g. physical inventory minus backorders ���	�, of item  at the start of 

period 	, immediately before receipt of *��	� %��	� Actual demand of item  occurred during period 	, %��	�  
The replenishment process described above can be formulated as functions below.  *��	 + $�� = ���	�, ∀ ∈ � ∪ #																																																																													�3.1� ���	�, ���	� ≥ 0			∀	 ∈ � ∪ � ∪ #																																																																									�3.2� 
In every period, a constant relationship between supply and demand is maintained as following.  7��	� = ���	� − ���	�		∀	 ∈ � ∪ � ∪ #																																																																�3.3� 7��	 + 1� = 	 7��	� − %��	� + *��	�	∀	 ∈ � ∪ � ∪ #																																									�3.4�					 
5.5 Performance measurement 

The outputs of the model are the measurements which can indicate how the over-planning problem has 

been solved by a certain planning concept. Additionally, these measurements should contain some 

other key performance indicators for a logistics system such as inventory investment and end-product 

delivery performance. In conclusion, measurements are selected as the performance indicators of 

different planning concepts taken a horizon of < into consideration (< is a horizon defined in advance 
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for measurement calculation). Due to the fact that some BBs have a very long lead time, the 

measurement horizon < should also be long enough compared with these long lead times. Therefore the 

following function holds.  $�� The sum of lead times associated with all items on the path between item  and item � 
(both items inclusive) $��=  The sum of safety lead times associated with all items on the path between item  and 

item � < > max�∈B,�∈C $�� + $��=  

The minimum time unit of 	 which is used in performance measurement is 1 month. It is more practical 

for a company to review the performance on a monthly basis, just as the actual case now at ASML.  

� Measurement 1: Over-planned materials 

The main problem which should be dealt with in this master thesis project is the over-planned material. 

Therefore, the quantity of the over-planned materials measured at the end of each month becomes a 

key performance indicator (KPI). According to the definition of over-planned materials at ASML, the 

materials on-order or on-hand become over-planned if the demand in future 18 months cannot 

consume these materials. Here, one parameter about the over-planning horizon  <DE is introduced. 

What’s more, it should also be secured that	T > <DE. Now, <DE = 18	 months but it can also be changed 

if the definition applied at ASML has changed. The average of total value of over-planned materials for 

all the months during horizon < is denoted as H+�<� and is calculated as below. Additionally, HI�<�  and HJ�<�  are introduced to indicate the over-planned materials which are on-hand and on-order 

respectively. It is assumed that future demands are met by on-hand stock firstly and by BBs on-order if 

there is a shortage of on-hand stock. Therefore, the quantity of on-hand over-planned BBs is calculated 

in the first place.   

 K��	� Cumulative amount of outstanding orders for item  at the start of period 	 L��	, 	M� External demand for machine type �  at period 	M as forecasted in period 	 ℎ� Standard price of item 	 K#�	� Total value of the over-planned BBs at period 	 K#DO�	� Total value of on-hand the over-planned BBs at period 	 K#DP�	� Total value of on-order the over-planned BBs at period 	 
 

K#�	� =/.���	� + K��	� − / ���C
�Q+ / L��	, 	M�RS3TU

RVQR 5S ∙ ℎ� 	,  ∈ �																			�4.1�		X
�Q+  
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K#DO�	� =/.���	� − / ���C
�Q+ / L��	, 	M�3TU

RVQ+ 5S ∙ ℎ�	,X
�Q+  ∈ �																																�4.2�															 

K#DP�	� = K#�	� − K#DO�	�																																																																																									�4.3� 

H+�<� = 1</K#�	�3
RQ+  ∈ �																																																																																														�4.4� 

HI�<� = 1</K#DO�	�3
RQ+  ∈ �																																																																																											�4.5� 

HJ�<� = 	 1</K#DP�	�3
RQ+ 																																																																																																				�4.6� 

The total value of over-planned components or BBs is an effective indicator about how serious the over-

planning problem is. However, the un-negligible fact is that the total value does not equal the actual 

money loss for ASML since these materials might be covered by increasing demand in the future. 

However, the total value is still worth attention. From management point of view, total value of these 

over-planned materials indicates how many efforts supply chain department should make to deal with 

the problem and try to prevent from final actual money loss for these materials. In other words, what 

management concerns most is the future risk behind the current over-planned materials.  

Therefore, the measurement based on total value of the over-planned materials gets challenged 

because it cannot uncover the risk of over-planning in a correct and convincing way.  The allocation of 

these over-planned materials over different platforms is unclear to management merely based on the 

total value of the over-planned materials. But in fact, the allocation is closely related to the risk because 

materials for older platforms should have higher risk of final actual loss than those for the newer ones. 

This is a logical rationale because older platforms are closer to the end of life cycles so that it is less 

possible for them to be covered by future demand. But for new platforms, the demand is expected to 

grow up or exit for a long time. So, management does not need to worry about the consumption of the 

over-planned materials for these new platforms.  

In practice, what management concerns is whether these materials can be consumed at some time 

point after 18 months but before the end of life cycle of these materials. But another problem then 

pumps up. It is quite difficult to provide a correct and convincing demand forecast for a very long time 

after 18 months. Therefore, in the current research, a period of 6 months after 18 months is chosen to 

investigate the risk. This period is selected by the above two qualitative rationales and it is still possible 

to choose periods with different length if future research needs.  The main logic behind the assessment 

model is whether the over-planned materials in current point can be consumed by 6 months after 18 

months from now on. If some of them still cannot be covered, then they become the risk which is 

calculated in terms of materials value.  In order to cope with the “noise”, the moving average concept is 

applied in the model. Additionally, differential coefficient is used to estimate the demand changes. 

Please see the development of the risk assessment model below in details in Appendix G. Below, H+M �<� 
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is used to denote the average risk assessment of over-planned materials in a horizon of	<. This 

measurement can be the alternative of measurement	H+�<�.  
H+M �<� = .1<//.���	� + K��	� − / ���C

�Q+ [/ L��	, 	M�+\
RVQ+ + / L��	, 	M�I]

RVQ+^ _5S ∙ ℎ� 			X
�Q+

3
RQ+ 5 ,  ∈ �			�4.7� 

Where 

/ L��	, 	M�I]
RVQ+^ = /�L��	, 18� + , ∙ ∆�b

0Q+ 																																																																																																										�4.8� 
∆= �c��	, 18� −�c��	, 16�2 																																																																																																																													�4.9� 

�c��	, 	M� = L��	, 	M − 2� + L��	, 	M − 1� + L��	, 	M�3 																																																																														�4.10� 
� Measurement 2: On-hand and on-order inventory 

Although the main topic in this master thesis project is about over-planning problem, it is still very 

important to measure the inventory investment under different planning logics. For a logistics system, 

the tradeoff between inventory investment and on-time delivery performance should always be 

investigated. Therefore, the model contains two measurements indicating the inventory investment. 

The first one is 	H]�<� which refers to the average on-hand inventory level and the second one 	He�<� 
indicates the average amount of total outstanding purchase orders of each period, which is usually 

called “on-order” inventory at ASML. Both of them are calculated as below.  �DO�	� Total value of on-hand inventory investment at period 	 �DP�	� Total value of on-order inventory investment at period 	 
 

�DO�	� =/���	�X
�Q+ ∙ ℎ�	,  ∈ �																																																	�5.1� 

�DP�	� =/K��	�X
�Q+ ∙ ℎ�	,  ∈ �																																																�5.2� 

	H]�<� = 1< �DO�	�,  ∈ �																																																									�5.3� 
	He�<� = 1< �DP�	�,  ∈ �																																																									�5.4� 
� Measurement 3: On-time delivery performance 

Besides the inventory investment, another critical performance indicator as described above is the on-

time delivery performance for a logistics system. In real business, not all of the demands are accepted by 

ASML, considering the actual capacity constraint. Therefore, the delivery performance is determined by 

the number of machine orders accepted by ASML which are delivered on time. But, the difference 

between delivery and the demand that ASML’s customers require initially is also critical and measured 

by the company with a term named “gap”. The gap reveals the degree to which the actual supply fall 
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short of real demand. This model actually focuses on the gap. There are  � machine types which are 

included in this model. Therefore, the on-time delivery for multiple machine types should be taken into 

account in an aggregating way. Below, the number of machines belonging to machine type 	� that have 

been delivered on-time in month 	 is denoted by	K�<��	�. As a result, the overall on-time delivery 

performance during the horizon of < is presented by	Hb�<� and is calculated as shown in function 6.1. 

All the “delivery performance” in this report refers to “on-time delivery performance”. 

Hb�<� = ∑ ∑ K�<��	�3RQ+C�Q+∑ ∑ %��	�3RQ+C�Q+ 																																	�6.1� 
5.6 Conclusion for model formulation 

The model developed in this master thesis project copes with the logistics performance in a finite 

horizon. A non-stationary and low discrete volume demand constructs the main scenario for the model. 

The only decision variable in this model is the quantity of order release considering different constraints 

in each period as denoted by	���	�. The planning logic used for making decision for this variable will be 

discussed in Chapter 6 in detail. Additionally, the planning logic in Chapter 6 should also tackle with a 

general production structure which contains both convergent and divergent structures in BOM as 

described in Section 5.2.  
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6. Planning logic for decision variable	����� 
The planning concept now applied at ASML is MRP (Yang, 2009). For the “buy parts” to be supplied from 

the external suppliers, the purchase orders are generated when the planned inventory in the future 

(supply chain order lead time plus ASSY planned lead time) is not sufficient; planned orders and 

forecasts are communicated to the supply chain as well.  For the orders that have already been released 

to the supply chain, when there is a shortage of required materials or an excess of planned inventory in 

certain periods due to the change of plans, ASML tries to reschedule-in or reschedule-out the purchase 

orders in the supply chain to keep the raw inventory at ASML at the lowest level and deliver machines 

on time.  

As stated in the beginning of Chapter 6, this chapter should select one proper new supply chain planning 

concept based on BB level to determine the decision variable	���	�. In Section 6.1, the new planning 

concept is selected and motivated. Afterwards, the concept is adjusted to ASML’s case in Section 6.2. 

Finally, a short conclusion is made in Section 6.3.  

6.1 Basic synchronized base stock policy 

De Kok and Fransoo (2003) propose a base-stock inventory control policy with a higher level of 

synchronization, which is called “Synchronized Base Stock policy (SBS)”. SBS is mainly about a set of 

decision rules for the order release and shortage allocation. It provides a feasible solution to a general 

system which is a combination of divergent and assembly system. SBS focuses more on the feasibility of 

solution instead of the optimization of a certain measurement. The decision rules in SBS are listed in 

Appendix H. This project selects this planning concept as the “new supply chain planning concept based 

on BB level”. This decision takes the feasibility and main problem defined in this project into 

consideration. To be specific, there are three main reasons for choosing SBS, as listed below. 

� SBS is essentially a base stock policy. It makes supply chain planning mainly based on the forecast 

of BBs. Therefore, it is a proper policy if the supply chain management at ASML would like to 

move the planning to a lower level item.  

� SBS is applicable for a general production system. ASML has a general production system which 

includes both convergent and divergent structure in the BOM. As shown in Figure 6, one machine 

type consists of a group of BBs. Additionally; some BBs are applied in multiple machine types as 

commonality analysis in Table 3.  

� It is expected that the better synchronization in SBS avoids ordering unnecessary materials from 

the material coordination point of view. As a result, it can also be expected that the quantity of 

over-planned is reduced with the help of synchronization. This argument will be better 

understood when SBS is described in detail in Section 6.2.  

However, one problem remains that ASML’s case badly violates the assumption of SBS (de Kok & 

Fransoo, 2003) about stationary demand and infinite horizon. Actually, even though inventory control 

problems with non-stationary demands are important, only a few studies have dealt with this (Iida, 

2002). Ciarallo et al. (1994) studies finite horizon problems of this type and showed that order up-to (or 

base-stock, critical number) policies are optimal.  Tarim and Kingsman (2006) address the single-item, 
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non-stationary stochastic demand inventory control problem under the non-stationary (R, S) policy. In 

that study, the non-stationary (R, S) policies two sets of control parameters-the review intervals, which 

are not necessarily equal, and the order-up-to-levels for replenishment periods are fixed at the 

beginning of the planning horizon to minimize the expected total cost. However, their research is based 

on the assumption that demand occurs in each period should follow an independent distribution 

(normal distribution in their testing) with a known probability density function. In order to adapt SBS to 

ASML’s case, the original SBS will be adjusted and discussed in Section 6.2. 

6.2 Adjusted synchronized base stock  

As stated above, there are several characteristics makes the case at ASML have some differences with a 

general system as described in the literature. According to de Kok et al (2005) and de Jong (2010), the 

basic SBS planning concept described above is adjusted. It can be noticed that for function (12) in 

Appendix H, a non-stationary demand cannot make these functions work well since there is no 

consistent mean and standard deviation value all the time. De Kok et al (2005) develop a dynamic base 

stock level to cope with the problem about non-stationary demand. Additionally, de Jong (2010) 

proposes a new decision structure to reserve more flexibility for ASML. Last but not least, the shortage 

allocation should be done with an integer number of quantity. Therefore, de Jong (2010) designs 

another way of shortage allocation, which ensures the shortage is allocated as an integer number. 

Besides, this project proposes another method of shortage allocation. It also can solve the problem 

about non-integer allocation. What’s more, it has its own merits which will be discussed in detail in this 

section. In addition, SBS here only deals with supply chain planning within a certain finite horizon. To be 

concluded, the adjustment considers the problem of non-stationary demand and non-integer allocation.  

6.2.1 Dynamic base stock level 

According to de Kok et al (2005), a dynamic base stock level (as indicated in function 7.1-7.2) can cope 

with the non-stationary demand. The changing base stock level is calculated by aggregating the demand 

forecast during the cumulative lead time and safety lead time. At the beginning of each period, the 

dynamic base stock level is calculated. As a result, it tracks the demand changes at different stages of a 

machine type’s lifetime. In this project, this kind of dynamic base stock level is applied. It should be 

noted there are some methods for safety stock calculation. In function 7.2, demand forecast during 

some extra periods (safety lead time) ahead are added to the base stock level. However, it is possible 

that the fluctuation of demand during the cumulative lead time is not solved effectively in essence.  g��	� Dynamic base-stock level set for item  at period 	 gg��	� Dynamic safety stock level set for item  at period 	 
g��	� = / ��� . / hL��	, 	M�iRS24jS+S24jk

RVQR 	5C
�Q+ 	 , $��= , $�� 	≥ 0																																																																					�7.1� 

gg��	� = / ��� . / hL��	, 	M�iRS24jS+S24jk
RVQR 	5 − / ��� . / hL��	, 	M�iRS24jS+

RVQR 	5C
�Q+

C
�Q+ 	 , $��= , $�� 	≥ 0					�7.2� 
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In a non-stationary demand scenario, the demand behavior is not known to planner in advance. 

However, demand forecast is generated on a rolling basis and the forecast is created with the intention 

to capture the market changes as much as possible. Company always puts effort to increase the forecast 

accuracy and it is proper to rely on the forecast to some extent. However, it should be pointed out that 

the forecast for a long term is not accurate enough (it will be discussed later), which dampen the effect 

of SBS as a result.  

6.2.2 Decision rules for ����� 
In the original SBS, the synchronization and shortage allocation in materials ordering are dealt with in an 

artificial decision hierarchy (see Appendix H). According to the cumulative lead time of each item (as 

calculated in function (6) in Appendix H), an artificial hierarchical structure is created with a group of 

decision nodes. Each decision node for a certain item is determined by the cumulative lead time. The 

order release of any item (except the one with the longest cumulative lead time) takes into account the 

future demand coverage by the upstream items with a longer cumulative lead time. As a result, a better 

coordination is realized since the decision making at current period considers the decisions made in an 

earlier time. Additionally, the shortage of a certain item is allocated to its successors downstream.  De 

Jong (2010) suggests a new decision structure which also helps realize the synchronization that is 

proposed by the original SBS. The new decision structure reserves more flexibility which can be 

generated by common materials for ASML’s case. This decision structure will also be applied in this 

project. The way of coordination and shortage allocation will be discussed in Subsection 6.2.2.1 and 

6.2.2.2 respectively in details.  

Before the discussion of coordination and shortage allocation, it is necessary to describe several main 

variables in SBS. In the following functions, these variables are defined according to the logic proposed 

in synchronized base stock policy (de Kok et al, 2005 & de Jong 2010). Unlike the decision rules in 

original SBS, backlog is only allowed for machines according to de Kok et al (2005).The argument for it is 

that all the shortage from internal demand has been allocated in production before delivering the 

machines. Therefore, function 8.1 holds.  

 7��	� = ���	� ≥ 0, ∀ ∈ � ∪ #																																																																																													�8.1� 
 l��	, 	 +		M� Potential demand coverage of machine type �  from period 	  till period 	 + 	M , 	M ≤ �mn$�o �#��	� Inventory position of item  at the start of period 	 ��#��	� Echelon inventory position of item  at the start of period 	 ��#�|��	� Echelon inventory position of item  which can be used in machine type �	at the start 

of period 	 %q� Set of the direct successors or parents of item , %q� ⊆ q� q� Set of the successors of item  
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*��	� Quantity of item   that becomes available at the start of period 	  from the 

transformation activity generating item    
Based on the notations above, the inventory and echelon inventory position is calculated as the original 

SBS proposed as below. The notations are listed as above. As defined in function 8.1, the net stock 

equals physical stock for all the items except for machines. As a result, the inventory position of BBs and 

production modules is the sum of physical stock and scheduled receipts in the future during the horizon 

of lead time. The echelon inventory position of item  equals inventory position plus the sum of echelon 

inventory position of its direct successors. In function 8.6, the potential demand coverage is defined and 

it is important for deciding the quantity of order to be released.  

�#��	� = 7��	� + / *��	 + s�24t+
=Q+ , ∀ ∈ � ∪ # ∪�																																																														�8.2� 

��#��	� = �#��	�, ∀ ∈ �																																																																																																							�8.3� 
��#��	� = �#��	� + / ��#��	��∈uv4 , ∀ ∈ � ∪ #																																																																			�8.4�	 
��#�|��	� = �#��	� + / ��w ∗ �#ww∈v4 �	�,� ∈ ��, y ∈ "�																																																�8.5� 
l��	, 	 + 	M� = �,�∈zj|24j{RV |��#�|��	 + 	M�} 	~�(	 ∈ �|��� = 1!																													�8.6� 
6.2.2.1 Coordination 

The original SBS proposes to allocate shortage before the material coordination. But for management, it 

is natural to think about the order quantity to be released according to the coordination and allocate the 

shortage at a later stage. Therefore, the coordination of materials will be considered before shortage 

allocation in this project. The order release coordination can be regarded as an artificial constraint for 

the decision variable	���	�. But before discussion this constraint, two constraints which are discussed 

before should be recalled. In Section 6.3, a constraint for order release from only resource perspective 

has been defined and is denoted as	��+�	� (see function 9.1).  

	��+�	� ≤ �,-(��, �, .()� − / *��	 + ,�01234 , 056			∀	 ∈ #																															�9.1� 
Additionally, SBS is essentially a base stock policy. Therefore, it is not necessary to bring the echelon 

inventory level to a higher level than base stock level. Only considering the base stock level constraint, 	��I�	� is defined as shown in function 9.2.  

��I�	� = hg��	� − ��#��	�iS	∀ ∈ � ∪ #																																																																														�9.2�		 
Last but not least, the constraint by coordination of material order release is denoted by 	��J�	� and 

calculated as shown in function 9.3.  
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��J�	� = -./ ��� ∙ l��	, 	 + $����∈�4 5− ��#��	�6
S
∀ ∈ � ∪ #																																				�9.3� 

Here, a new quantity of order release for item  at period 	 can be defined as	��]�	�. It should be the 

quantity of order release before shortage allocation and it should be smallest among		��+�	�, 	��I�	� 
and	��J�	�. 	��]�	� = �, |	��+�	�, 	��I�	�, 	��J�	�}																																																																																							�9.4� 
Now, the discussion about material coordination can be finalized by calculating		��]�	�. However, the 

problem that whether the quantity of 		��]�	� of item  can be released cannot get its answer yet 

because the shortage from upstream materials should also be considered. The shortage allocation will 

be discussed in detail in the subsection below.  

6.2.2.2 Shortage allocation 

In this subsection, three ways of shortage allocation are discussed. According to the discussion above, 		��]�	� orders for item  should be released to its upstream items. For items purchase from external 

suppliers, purchase orders are released to them and they should replenish the stock after planned lead 

time. According to assumptions made before, suppliers have infinite production capacity therefore 

these items do not face the shortage of upstream items. For items which should be assembled from 

“buy parts”, 		��]�	� means the quantity of item  that should be produced or say assembled at period		. 

The assembly should consume a group of “buy parts” upstream, therefore whether 		��]�	� can be 

released in a feasible way depends on whether the stocks of upstream items are enough to assemble 

item	. In a simple way, it can be defined that the shortage occurs when the following conditions are met.  

Available stock of one upstream item < all the demand from downstream items for that item 

In a general system (with both convergent and divergent structures), each of these upstream “buy parts” 

may have multiple downstream items. Therefore, once the shortage occurs as stated above, the 

shortage should be allocated or the available stock should be allocated in the other way around. Below, 

two existing ways of shortage allocation will be discussed in the first place. For one of the two, this 

project suggests an adjustment based on the original algorithm. After the discussion of these two ways, 

a third different way of shortage allocation, which is proposed by this project, is described.  

One way of shortage allocation comes from the algorithm proposed by de Kok et al (2005). The 

algorithm applies consistent appropriate share allocation policy (Van der Heijden et al, 1997) to allocate 

all available stock. One main obstacle that this way of shortage allocation is met with at ASML is that it 

creates a non-integer number of stocks allocated to downstream items. This master thesis project 

suggests that this problem can be solved. Firstly, keep the integer part of stock allocation quantity as 

from calculation. Secondly, round up the quantity one by one from the quantity with the largest decimal 

until all the available stocks are allocated. By these two steps, this way of shortage allocated can be 

adapted to ASML’s case.  
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Jong (2010) creates a new way of shortage allocation to avoid the problem of non-integer quantity of 

stock allocation. This algorithm incorporates the commercial priority and quantity of orders from 

downstream items. The high priority is given to relative new machine types because normally they can 

generate higher profit for ASML. Moreover, it is assumed that demand from machines is more important 

and normally they are larger than demand from service parts. The algorithm starts when any shortage 

found in materials ordering and ends when all the shortage has been allocated properly to the 

downstream items. In the first step when the algorithm starts, it selects all the items which face the 

shortage from upstream items. Secondly, among all these selected items, it calculates the value of 

(commercial priority*��]�	�) and choose the one with the lowest value from the calculation. Thirdly, the 

algorithm allocates one shortage to the item chosen from step 2. It means that the quantity of order 

release for that item is subtracted by one. After this step, the algorithm goes back to the starting point 

and will run another repetition if the shortage still exists. This way of shortage allocation should not 

encounter problems about non-integer amount of available stock allocation. Therefore, there is no more 

efforts needed for this method to make it feasible in ASML’s case. However, unlike the first method, it 

cannot show the optimization from analytical point of view. There is a lack of strong argument for the 

main criterion, which is (commercial priority*��]�	�), used in the algorithm that   Problems remain to be 

solved that why the product of commercial priority and ��]�	� indicates importance of a certain item.  

This master thesis project proposes another way for the shortage allocation by creating a new algorithm. 

This algorithm can avoid the non-integer problem and arguments will be provided for it. Due to that the 

main topic of this master thesis project is about over-planning; this algorithm pays more attention to the 

avoidance of over-planning of materials. It is assumed that all the platforms coexist at the same time can 

be categorized into “old platform” and “new platform”.  It is possible that three platforms coexist such 

as XTIII, XTIV and NXT1. Management can artificially divide the three platforms into two categories. For 

example, XTIV and NXT1 are grouped as new platform. As a result, the assumption can be held in any 

case at ASML. Before the description of the algorithm, some sets for items should be defined as below.  

1) Set 
�<+ includes all the production modules that are applied only on “old platform”. 

2) Set 
�<I includes all the production modules that are applied on both “old platform” and “new 

platform” 

3) Set 
�<J includes all the production modules that are applied only on “new platform”. 

� Step 1 If	�g��	� = |∑ ��� ∙�∈uv4 ��]�	� − h7��	� + *��	�i}S = 0	∀ ∈ �, � ∈ #, then no more shortage allocation 

needed and the algorithm stops with	���	� = ��]�	�	∀� ∈ #. Otherwise, take actions described in Step 2 

when one of the following conditions realized. It should be noticed that no BB is produced based on 

other BBs. Therefore, shortage allocation considered here only allocates the shortage for production 

modules (
�<+ ∪ 
�<I ∪ 
�<J = #). 

Conditions for case 1: For all the	� ∈ 
�<+, there is at least one j with	��]�	� > 0 

Conditions for case 2: For all the	� ∈ 
�<I, there is at least one j with	��]�	� > 0. Meanwhile, for all the j 

in	
�<+, there is no one j with ��]�	� > 0 
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Conditions for case 3: For all the	� ∈ 
�<J, there is at least one j with	��]�	� > 0. Meanwhile, for all the j 

in 
�<+  and	
�<I, there is no one j with ��]�	� > 0 

� Step 2 

Actions for case n: Calculate $��B� for all  � ∈ 
�<0  

If j is an item before CODP, then 

$��B� = �<| / / ��� ∙ L��	, 	M� < ��#��	�C
�Q+

RS3t+
RVQR + ��]�	� ≤ / / ���C

�Q+
RS3
RVQR ∙ L��	, 	M�� 

If j is an item after CODP, then 

$��B� = �<| / / ��� ∙ %��	 + 	M� < ��#��	�C
�Q+

3t+
RVQ+ + ��]�	� ≤ / / ���C

�Q+
3

RVQ+ ∙ %��	 + 	M�� 
� Step 3 

Select the j with the largest	$��B�. If there are several j that have the largest	$��B�, then choose the older 

one.  

� Step 4 ��]�	� = ��]�	� − 1, then go back to Step 1.  

This algorithm has a similar logic with the concept of “run-out order policy” as proposed in de Kok and 

Visscher (1999). In that policy, the run-out time for every end product was calculated: run-out time = 

(Stock on hand- Safety stock)/ (mean of demand). An end-product with a short run-out time needs 

replenishment more badly than an end-product with a long run-out time (de Kok & Visscher, 1999). The 

algorithm developed in this project considers the problem of over-planned materials and forecast errors. 

The arguments are listed as below.  

� Items that are applied in old systems have higher risk of obsolescence because the lifetime is 

approaching the end and there is not much time left to sell these systems. Especially, the over-planned 

materials for old system increase when the market downturn hits the demand for ASML. To verify this 

argument, a small investigation is conducted about the forecast error and lifetime of machine types 

under the market downturn. The investigation involves all the machine types planned in the last 5 years. 

There are seven machine types that have very big forecast errors for the cumulative demand of different 

horizons. The actual quarterly demands for the seven machine types are displayed in Figure 12.  It can 

be concluded that most machine types with big forecast error problem are in its middle and the end of 

lifetime when economy crisis starts to influence the market (crisis
6
 occurs between 20074 and 20094).  

                                                           
6
 The financial crisis of 2007–present is a crisis triggered by a liquidity crisis in the United States banking system. [5] 
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Figure 12 Case-study for forecast error and lifetime 

To be more precise, most of these errors come from over-planning or over-estimation instead of under-

estimation (which is shown in Table 10). The seven machines selected account for a major part of total 

demand (76%). No matter in what planning horizon, over-estimation results in the most forecast 

deviation from actual cumulative demand. In conclusion, these forecast errors cause big problem about 

over-planned materials. Therefore, shortage should be allocated to items used in old systems and that is 

the main driver for creating different sets for items (
�<0). Essentially, this is a qualitative way for 

decision making.  

Table 10 Percentage of forecast error 

Cumulative Horizon 12 Month 9 Month 6 Month 

Machine types with big forecast error (76% of all machines demand) 

Actual 852 727 536 

Positive difference 339 232 102 

Positive % 39.8% 31.9% 19.0% 

Negative difference 31 33 23 

Negative % 3.6% 4.5% 4.3% 

Total difference 370 265 125 

Total % 43.4% 36.5% 23.3% 

All Machine types  

Actual 1213 1060 802 

Positive difference 410 287 130 

Positive % 33.8% 27.1% 16.2% 

Negative difference 66 62 45 

Negative % 5.4% 5.8% 5.6% 

Total difference 476 349 175 

Total % 39.2% 32.9% 21.8% 
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� Based on the results from 1), shortage should be allocated between items with similar 

application (in the same set 	CAT� ). The allocation decision is made based on a quantitative 

measurement, which indicates in which period the shortage occurs to a certain item. In other words, the 

algorithm manages to satisfy the demand that will occur in a period closer to the planning period. 

Therefore, when the shortage occurs for the demands which will come in a far future, the algorithm 

decides to give up these demands one by one. The reason behind is regarding the planning accuracy in 

different time horizon. At ASML, the MPS is derived from the demand forecast provided by the sales and 

marketing department. The demand forecast has different degrees of accuracy for different horizons. 

Based on the data collected from sales and marketing department, the forecast accuracy is investigated 

through data analysis and illustrated in Figure 13. Take the “forecast 12 months” as an example; it 

indicates that the demand of all machine types for a certain quarter that has been forecasted 12 months 

before. In short, a longer planning horizon normally has a lower accuracy forecast. Therefore, larger 

forecast error exists when planning for the demands which are far away from the current period and it is 

safer to give up these demands.  

 

Figure 13 Forecast for different horizons 

6.3 Conclusion for adjusted SBS 

The adjusted synchronized base-stock policy is applicable for non-stationary and discrete demand. Like 

the original SBS, the setting of base stock level and shortage allocation method are the main topics 

about SBS and both of them have been discussed in Section 6.2. Pros and cons for two existing shortage 

allocation mechanisms have been articulated. Afterwards, a new mechanism is proposed and explained.  

The new way of shortage allocation is only argued for in a qualitative way. It should be emphasized that 

the new mechanism is feasible for ASML’s case but it has not been verified from an analytical way that it 

is the optimal one. In Chapter 7, simulations are conducted and the effect of the adjusted SBS with this 

new mechanism will be tracked and analyzed.  
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7. Planning concepts evaluation 
The supply chain planning model has been built in Chapter 5. Later, a new planning concept which 

influences the determination of the decision variable has been selected and discussed in Chapter 6. In 

this chapter, simulations of both MRP and adjusted SBS concepts are completed. The comparison results 

will be discussed and concluded. In Section 7.1, it describes how the simulation is prepared for the 

comparison of different concepts. To be followed, 6 models which derived from MRP and adjusted SBS 

logic are described in Section 7.2. It should be noticed that these models are different from the 

“planning model” which has been formulated in Chapter 5. They only represent a planning concept with 

a certain set of parameter values. Different experiments are designed in order to compare these models 

under different circumstances. In the final section (Section 7.3), results generated from different 

experiments are presented and the computational results are concluded. It should be mentioned that 

the “SBS” appears in the rest of this report actually refers to the adjusted SBS as discussed in Section 6.2.  

7.1 Simulation 

In order to evaluate MRP and SBS, simulations are conducted so that the performances of different 

planning concepts can be evaluated in a scientific and quantitative way. In this section, the samples for 

simulation, input data and simulation tools are described one by one. To begin with, one important 

assumption applied in the simulation should be stated. In the actual case, each BB is assembled into one 

production module and there are several production modules at the ASSY stage. In order to simplify the 

simulation, it is assumed that each machine type 	� has only one production module in ASSY. Therefore, 

all the BBs needed in a certain machine type are assembled to the only one production module for that 

machine type. 

7.1.1 Sample selection 

Before the simulation starts, a proper set of samples (as shown in Table 11) is selected. The selection is 

aimed at representing the actual situation as much as possible and still keeps the sample within a proper 

size for a reasonable execution time. Therefore, the following three machine types are chosen.  

� Name: 875G (KrF Platform XT III) 

� Name: 1950Hi (ArF immersion Platform XT IV) 

� Name: NXT1: 1950i (ArF immersion Platform NXT1) 

The three machine types listed above are based on the different platforms and can cover different 

technology demands. Additionally, the demand volumes of these machine types are relatively high 

compared with other machine types. In other words, the majority of demand which ASML faces consists 

of the demand of the three machine types. After selecting the machine types, the BB samples for each 

machine type are also chosen.  The size of BB samples largely influences the execution time of each 

simulation run. In order to control the simulation duration, Yang (2009) and de Jong (2010) used 44 

parts in the simulation. In this project, a similar number of BBs are chosen. Additionally, these BBs 

should have a similar commonality structure as the actual physical BBs applied in the three machine 

types. Finally, 52 BBs are selected (as shown in Table 11). All of them are physical parts and purchased 

from external suppliers. Among the 52 BBs, 60% of them can only be applied in one of the three 
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machine types. In the actual case, this kind of BBs should account for 70% of all the BBs for the three 

machine types. So, the commonality structure of samples is similar to the actual one (which can also be 

seen from BBs which can be applied in 2 or 3 machine types). Additionally, it is deliberately to choose 

expensive BBs when the commonality structure is still controlled. Therefore, these BBs can account for 

80% to 90% of the actual price for the three machine types.  

Table 11 Sample selection 

Machine type selections 

Machine type Technology & Platform Sample price/Actual price (%) 

875G KrF based on XT III 81% 

1950Hi ArF based on XT IV 87% 

NXT1: 1950i ArF based on NXT1 91% 

Building Blocks (BB) selections 

Commonality 

(# machine types can be used) 

Actual number (%) Sample number (%) 

1 70% 60% 

2 21% 30% 

3 9% 10% 

 

7.1.2 Input data 

The input data can be divided into three categories: material information, demand information and 

capacity constraints. The generation of these data is out of the scope of the simulation. In fact, it should 

be secured that all these data are given before the planning activity starts every week.  

� Materials information: The BOM structure, standard price (ℎ�) and replenishment lead time ($�) 
are known before planning. In the simulation, the replenishment lead time is presented in the unit 

of a week. 

� Forecast and demand information: The MPS updated monthly for a horizon of 12 months (4 

quarters) is taken as given. It is regarded as demand forecast at a machine level. It should be 

noticed that MPS cannot reflect the original forecast generated by the marketing people and sales. 

MPS has taken more factors into consideration. Therefore, it is suggested that future research can 

use other information resource as the demand forecast. MPS is taken as demand forecast here 

because this information resource is complete. What’s more, it is difficult to have a logic for 

translating demand forecast to MPS used in the MRP concept. But, the MPS for 12 months ahead is 

used in the simulation instead of 18 months mainly because the 18 months MPS is not complete for 

each machine type at each period. Therefore, the 12 months MPS is used for calculation of over-

planned materials for all the planning concepts. In the simulation, the MPS information recorded 

from the beginning of 2007 till the first half of 2010 is used. Moreover, the customer request date 

(CRD) for each machine type is taken as the actual demand. It should be mentioned that not every 
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CRD are agreed by ASML. Actually, the last commitment date (LCD) is used to indicate the final 

delivery day through negotiations. But in this model, CRD is used for the on-time delivery 

performance in order to find out how well ASML can satisfy customers’ requests according to 

customers’ own original desires.  

� Capacity constraints: There is one capacity constraint which is considered in the simulation. It 

restricts the production in terms of the maximum number of feasible FASY and ASSY at each period. 

At ASML, move rate ((��) is used to represent that constraint. In the simulation, the constraint 

equals to 7. It is assumed that each machine type has one ASSY production module and one FASY 

production module. So, the constraint here means that there are up to 7 FASY and 7 ASSY modules 

can start to be built at each period.   

7.1.3 Simulation tool 

In order to evaluate different planning concepts, simulation tools are developed. There are two main 

planning concepts which are called MRP and SBS are evaluated. In the previous two theses projects 

(Yang, 2009 & de Jong, 2010); basic tools for MRP and SBS simulation have been developed and 

validated. Therefore, this master thesis project does not develop two tools for the two different 

planning concepts from scratch. The two available tools are used and necessary new elements are 

added to these tools in order to evaluate planning concepts in this project. The tool for MRP is 

developed with Visual Basic programming language in Microsoft Excel and the tool for SBS is developed 

with Structured Query Language (SQL) in Microsoft Access.  

7.2 Model description and experiments design 

In Section 7.1, the simulation has been prepared. Moreover, in order to evaluate the planning concepts, 

specific planning models and experiments settings should be described precisely. As discussed before, 

there are two main planning logics which are MRP and SBS. In Subsection 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, the planning 

models and the experiments design are described respectively.  

7.2.1 Models in evaluation 

Below, 6 models derived from these two planning logics are described. The first two are derived from 

MRP logic and the rest ones are from SBS logic. Based on the same logic, there are only some 

differences regarding the parameter settings between different models.  

� Model 1: MRP (in & out) 

This model is based on MRP logic and it represents how MRP logic works now at ASML. In actual 

business, ASML can re-schedule in the purchase orders or, in other words, accelerate the BBs receipt so 

as to meet the customer needs as much as possible. To re-schedule in the purchase orders, ASML has to 

negotiate with its external suppliers and suppliers’ capacity may be a constraint. So, it is assumed that 

BBs can arrive at ASML’s stock earlier than the original receipt date (not the last updated receipt date) 

with a maximal period which equals 25% of the replenishment lead time (Yang, 2009). However, the 

company can also re-schedule out the purchase orders or delay the BBs receipt in order to keep the on-

hand stock as low as possible. This action is beneficial for ASML. Normally, delaying the BBs receipt 

means that suppliers can stop adding value to the BBs for a certain period. The maximum period that an 

order can be re-scheduled out is 2 years (Yang, 2009), which means that ASML should cancel an order at 
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most 2 years after the original order due date. The action “cancel” here means that the material of that 

order will not be received by ASML in the last due day. It stays in the supply chain as the material on-

order. It should be noticed that ASML can re-schedule in the BBs even after it has re-scheduled out 

those BBs.  

Simply speaking, ASML can renew the due date of the BBs receipt within a certain scope. The exact 

calculation for a desired new due date is described in the “Simulation Process” section in the Appendix 

of Yang (2009). The safety stock is not allowed in this model and the reason will be given in Model 3.  

� Model 2: MRP (no in & out) 

The only difference between Model 2 and Model 1 is that re-schedule in and re-schedule out are not 

allowed in Model 2. This model actually represents the original MRP planning concept described in 

literatures. Model 2 means that purchased BBs are available at ASML’s stock exactly according to the 

original due date and ASML should pay for the total price of that BB by that time. Even though model 2 

cannot reveal the actual case of ASML’s supply chain planning, it can provide a view how the original 

MRP logic can work in the actual case.  

� Model 3:  SBS(A1) + ST0 

Model 3 is a model based on SBS logic. It is named as “SBS (A1) + ST0” because it makes use of the 

shortage allocation method A1 and no safety lead time is allowed for any BBs. A1 stands for the 

shortage allocation algorithm proposed by de Jong (2010). According to the SBS described, the safety 

lead time is used for the determination of a dynamic safety stock of each BB to cope with the demand 

deviation. The decision of safety lead time is out of the scope of SBS. Likely, MRP logic also takes 

advantage of safety stock to deal with the demand fluctuation problem. However, the safety stock level 

in MRP is constant and is calculated in a different way as in SBS. Therefore, this model is designed in 

order to make a planning logic comparison without the influence of safety stock. So, neither safety stock 

nor safety lead time is allowed for Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 and Model 4 (as discussed below). So, 

the effect of safety stock is eliminated in the model comparison. 

� Model 4:  SBS(A2) + ST0 

The only difference between Model 4 and Model 3 is that the shortage allocation method proposed by 

this master thesis project is applied in Model 4.  

� Model 5: SBS(A1) + ST-positive 

This model uses the SBS logic and the same shortage allocation method as in Model 3. The only 

difference with Model 3 is that there is a positive safety lead time assigned to each BB in this model. 

Model 5 is created in order to investigate the effects that safety lead time can have on the performances. 

There is no strict mathematical relationship between safety lead times and delivery performance in SBS. 

Therefore, the positive safety lead time is determined according to some qualitative reasoning.  

� Model 6: SBS(A2) + ST-positive 

The only difference between Model 6 and Model 5 is that shortage allocation method proposed by this 

master thesis project is applied in Model 6.  
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7.2.2 Experiments design 

There are two experiments that have been done in this project (as listed below). The initial state of all 

the simulations conducted below is the same. It is designed so that the actual demand during the 

longest item lead time can be 100% realized.  The performance in that duration will not be taken into 

account.  

� Experiment 1 

The first one is to compare the first 4 Models in terms of a set of performances. As stated before, the 

CODP in simulation is positioned in before ASSY. Therefore, different planning models result in different 

availabilities of on-hand materials and then influence the final machine on-time delivery performance.  

The first experiment is designed in order to find out what happens when using different planning models 

if there is no safety stock to cope with the demand deviation.  

� Experiment 2 

The second experiment is designed for the investigation of safety time effects on SBS’s performance. 

This experiment compares Model 5 with Model 6, which applies different shortage allocation methods.  

However, it is also important to check what kind of changes that a positive safety lead time brings about 

for SBS with the same shortage allocation method.  Therefore, proper safety lead times for every BB 

should be determined. In this experiment, the safety lead time will be determined according to the 

commonality. On one hand, a bigger buffer should be given to the BBs with higher commonality since 

they have bigger demands aggregated from demands of machine types. On the other hand, it also 

depends on the correlation of machine type demands. If a positive correlation exists, then the common 

BBs have a higher demand deviation than each machine type that applies that BB. However, if there is 

negative correlation then the demand deviation is reduced. According to the reasoning above, safety 

lead times are determined for BBs with different commonalities and the “SBS (A1) + ST-positive” model 

is translated into 5 sub models (see Table 12). There are three machine types that have been selected 

(as shown in Table 11). It can be noticed that BBs which can be applied in two machine types have been 

given different safety lead time. It is assumed that 1950Hi and NXT1:1950i are based on the same 

platform which is different from the platform that 875G is based. According to the information shown in 

Figure 9, machine types based on two consecutive platforms have a negative correlation in demand. In 

addition, 1950Hi and NXT1:1950i have a positive correlation of cumulative demand with each other as 

indicated in Table 8. Therefore, longer safety lead times are given to the BBs which are applied in both 

1950Hi and NXT1:1950i. For BBs which can be applied in all the three machine types, a relative low 

safety lead time is assigned to since 875G has a negative correlation with the other two machine types. 

The safety lead times in “SBS (A1) + ST-positive” are the same as in “SBS (A2) + ST-positive”.  

From “SBS (A1) + ST1” till “SBS (A1) + ST5”, the safety lead times for the BBs with different 

commonalities have been continuously increased. From “SBS (A1) + ST1” to “SBS (A1) + ST2”, the safety 

lead times for the BBs with different commonalities have been increased together by around 50% and 

from “SBS (A1) + ST2” to “SBS (A1) + ST3” by around 25%. While, from “SBS (A1) + ST3” to “SBS (A1) + 

ST5”, only the safety lead times for the BBs in the first two types are increased. The main reason for this 

action is that most BBs with a relative long replenishment lead time fall in these two categories and this 
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action can help check the safety lead time effect of these long lead time BBs. In a synchronized system, 

it is expected that long lead time items influence the final delivery performance to a large extent.  

Table 12 Derivation of Model 5 

Commonality 

(# machine types can be used) 

 

Safety lead time of BBs (week) 

SBS 

(A1)+ST1 

SBS 

(A1)+ST2 

SBS 

(A1)+ST3 

SBS 

(A1)+ST4 

SBS 

(A1)+ST5 

1 1 2 3 4 5 

2 (875G & 1950Hi) or (875G & 

NXT1:1950i) 

3 5 6 8 9 

2 (1950Hi & NXT1:1950i) 6 9 12 12 12 

3 5 8 10 10 10 

 

7.3 Evaluation and conclusion  

The results of the two experiments described above are shown and discussed in this section. After 

presenting the results of the first two experiments, conclusions will be made.  

7.3.1 Evaluation results for Experiment 1 

Below, the evaluation results got from Experiment 1 are presented (as shown in Table 13). The result of 

Model 1 is put in the most left column as the reference because it is similar to the actual situation. The 

average on-time delivery performance is calculated as shown in function 6.1. Additionally, the over-

planned BBs are measured as shown in functions 4.1-4.3. It can be noticed that Model 2 has the best 

delivery performance and the highest sum of BBs on-order and on-hand. However, this model does not 

perform very stable because it gets a similar performance as Model 1 in Yang’s (2009) simulation where 

a sample of 44 12nc parts was used. The possible reason for a much better delivery performance of 

Model 2 in Experiment 1 is as following. In Yang’s (2009) simulation, the demand from 2006 to the first 

half of 2009 was used. In Experiment 1, demand from 2007 to the first half of 2010 is applied. While, 

since 2009 till 2010 the demand has ramped up a lot. In Model 2, more BBs are on-hand therefore they 

can be used immediately to cope with the soaring demand. Regarding the over-planned BBs, different 

models result in the different amount of over-planned BBs and they are also different in terms of the 

ratio between on-hand and on-order. Please see Appendix I for the explanations and ways of calculation 

for all the measurements listed in the most left column in both Table 13 and Table 14.  

Before the discussion of results, a small test is performed to estimate the lower bound of the amount of 

over-planned BBs. The test tries to estimate the amount of over-planned BBs that cannot be avoided 

due to the market changes and demand fluctuation. The lower bound is not derived from an analytical 

way. The results of this test and the way of calculation are shown in Appendix J. It can be found from the 

results this test that the lower bounds in MRP models are much lower than the amount of the over-

planned BBs in MRP models shown in Table 13. For SBS, the difference is smaller.  
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Table 13 Evaluation results for Experiment 1 

Measurement MRP  

(in & out) 

MRP  

(no in & out) 

SBS  

(A1)+ST0 

SBS 

(A2)+ST0 

Average delivery performance (%) 35% 59% 23% 25% 

BBs on-order (m €) 284.1 183.4 156.4 156.4 

BBs on-hand (m €) 20.8 131.1 93.8 92.4 

ASSY WIP (m €) 20.5 16.6 13.6 14.3 

FASY WIP (m €) 62.0 50.4 42.0 42.7 

ASSY Inventory (m €) 0.0 0.0 7.4 7.2 

FASY Inventory (m €) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total inventory investment (m €) 387.4 381.5 313.2 313.0 

Over-planned BBs (m €) 67.8 60.1 39.8 40.4 

Over-planned BBs on-hand(m €) 0.5 21.8 16.7 16.7 

Over-planned BBs on-order(m €) 67.3 38.3 23.1 23.7 

Over-planned BBs on-hand (%) 1% 36% 42% 41% 

Over-planned BBs on-order (%) 99% 64% 58% 59% 

 

7.3.2 Evaluation results for Experiment 2 

The evaluation results got from Experiment 2 are displayed in Table 14. Here, only the results from 

Model 6 are presented since actually the two shortage allocation methods result in a very similar 

performance (see Appendix K for results of Model 5). There are two reasons for the similar results of 

Model 5 and Model 6. The first one is that there are only three machine types and essentially they are 

given the same priorities in the both models even though the detailed the calculations are different. For 

the oldest machine type 875G, the lowest priority is assigned and the highest priority is given to 

NXT1:1950i since it is the newest and most expensive machine type. The second reason is that BBs with 

long lead times have determined the delivery performances to a large extent and most common BBs 

normally have a relatively short lead time which restricts their impacts. Thirdly, allocation problem only 

occurs in common BBs and not that often in this case because of the short overlap in actual demands. 

From Table 14, it can be found that longer safety lead times lead to a better delivery performance and 

also higher stocks no matter on-hand or on-order. The quantity of the over-planned BBs has been 

increased by a similar percentage as the improvement of on-time delivery performance.   
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Table 14 Safety lead time effect on SBS (A2) 

Settings SBS 

(A2)+ST1 

SBS 

(A2)+ST2 

SBS 

(A2)+ST3 

SBS 

(A2)+ST4 

SBS 

(A2)+ST5 

Average delivery performance (%) 43% 55% 64% 74% 83% 

BBs on-order (m €) 165.9 171.9 177.5 180.3 182.5 

BBs on-hand (m €) 109.3 123.9 138.1 144.7 151.1 

ASSY WIP (m €) 14.4 14.6 14.8 15.3 15.6 

FASY WIP (m €) 45.7 46.5 48.0 49.9 50.8 

ASSY Inventory (m €) 9.0 9.5 9.3 9.4 9.5 

FASY Inventory (m €) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total inventory investment 344.3 366.4 387.7 399.6 409.5 

Over-planned BBs (m €) 53.6 61.8 73.6 79.9 88.2 

Over-planned BBs on-hand(m €) 22.4 27.8 34.8 36.6 39.0 

Over-planned BBs on-order(m €) 31.2 34.0 38.8 43.3 49.2 

Over-planned BBs on-hand (%) 42% 45% 47% 46% 44% 

Over-planned BBs on-order (%) 58% 55% 53% 54% 56% 

 

7.3.3 Conclusions about Experiment 1 & Experiment 2 

Before the conclusions to be drawn, two actions are taken. Firstly, all the results got from Experiment 1 

and Experiment 2 shown in Table 13 and Table 14 are put together to compare. It is argued that this 

kind of comparison is meaningful even though there is no safety stock assigned to the first two models 

about MRP and there are safety stocks in Model 6.  In Model 6, safety lead times are determined for the 

calculation of dynamic safety stocks of BBs. However, it is possible for SBS to have a safety stock which is 

composed of two parts including the dynamic safety stock and constant safety stock. The constant 

safety stock can be the same as which would be assigned to MRP models. In this project, it can be 

assumed that the constant safety stocks are zero for both MRP and SBS planning models.  

The second action is regarding the aggregation of different kinds of cost. It can be noticed that the 

measurement “BBs on-order” and “Over-planned BBs on-order” actually refer to the cost which might 

not be a 100% actual cost for ASML. Therefore, it does not always make sense to simply aggregate all 

kinds of cost no matter on-order or on-hand. For the materials on-order, ASML probably only has to be 

committed to a certain percentage of the costs from a financial point of view. We call this percentage as 

the “rate of order cancellation” in this report. The percentage is not the same for all the materials and it 

depends on some factors such as the relationship with suppliers. By using an average percentage of 40%, 

60% and 100%, those on-order costs are added to the on-hand costs and then total cost for each model 

is calculated. In Table 15, all the comparison results are displayed. Model 1 is taken as the reference for 

comparison (it can be seen that all the performances about Model 1 is 100%). With different ratios of 

on-order cost to on-hand cost, the total inventory cost and overplan cost are calculated and compared 

with those costs in Model 1.  
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Table 15 Comparison of all models 

Measurements Reference Comparison with the reference 

MRP  

(in & out) 

MRP (no 

in & out) 

SBS 

(A2)+ST0 

SBS 

(A2)+ST1 

SBS 

(A2)+ST2 

SBS 

(A2)+ST3 

SBS 

(A2)+ST4 

SBS 

(A2)+ST5 

Average on-time delivery 

performance (%) 

100% 169% 70% 124% 156% 183% 210% 237% 

Inventory investment 

(on order=40% of on-hand) (%) 

100% 125% 101% 113% 121% 130% 134% 138% 

Inventory investment  

(on order=60% of on-hand) (%) 

100% 113% 91% 102% 109% 116% 120% 123% 

Inventory investment  

(on order=100% of on-hand) (%) 

100% 98% 81% 89% 95% 100% 103% 106% 

Over-planned BBs  

(on order=40% of on-hand) (%) 

100% 135% 95% 127% 151% 184% 197% 214% 

Over-planned BBs  

(on order=60% of on-hand) (%) 

100% 110% 76% 101% 118% 142% 153% 168% 

Overplanned BBs  

(on order=100% of on-hand) (%) 

100% 89% 60% 79% 91% 109% 118% 130% 

 

In Table 15, how different models can perform in term of different measurements can be easily 

discovered since all the models are compared with the same model (Model 1).  

Based on the results derived from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, following conclusions are drawn.  

� Without the help of safety stock, the original MRP model performances the best in terms of 

delivery performance and inventory investment. Every unit of inventory investment can lead to a 

better delivery performance. However, it has been argued that this model does not perform very 

stable. In addition, it does not represent the actual case at ASML. In order to avoid the overplan 

cost, MRP logic with re-schedule in and re-schedule out is applied. Actually, this model does help to 

control the quantity of over-planned BBs since it keeps a lot of BBs on-order (see Table 13).  

� In SBS, safety lead time plays an important role on the different performances even though it is not 

a decision variable in SBS. Longer safety lead times of BBs lead to a better delivery performance of 

machines. Simply from the results shown in Table 15, it is still hard to tell whether increasing safety 

lead times for all BBs or only those with long replenishment lead time have a bigger impact on SBS’s 

delivery performance.  

� The impact that the rate of cancellation fee can have on the performance of different models 

cannot be ignored.  Especially, it can be seen (from Table 15) that the rate of cancellation fee leads 

to different total overplan costs in these models. However, it is still not so clear what the average 

rate is now in ASML’s business. Actually, it depends on many factors and the rate is different 

between different BBs.  

�  The SBS models with positive and relative long safety lead times (such as “SBS (A2) + ST4” and “SBS 

(A2)+ST5”) perform better than other models in terms of delivery performance and total inventory 

investment. On one hand, they have achieved a better delivery performance than other models. On 

the other hand, the total inventory investment is still under control no matter which rate of 

cancellation fee is used.  
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� Regarding the overplan cost, the rate of cancellation fee influences the total overplan cost to a 

large extent. It can be seen that when the rate of cancellation fee is above 60%, the SBS models 

perform much better than MRP models because they achieve high delivery performance and the 

over-planned BBs have not increased a lot. However, when the rate of cancellation fee drops to 

40%, SBS performs similar to MRP since the over-planned BBs also have increased a lot when the 

high delivery performance is achieved.   Generally speaking, the SBS models keep a higher 

percentage of over-planned BBs on-hand than MRP model with re-schedule in and re-schedule out. 

So, when the rate of cancellation fee increases, the SBS models perform better than MRP.  

� The different shortage allocation methods (A1 & A2) which are proposed by de Jong (2010) and this 

project perform so close to each other merely based on the experiments done above and reason 

has been explained. However, it is argued that A2 has several strong points which A1 does not have 

and they are very important in the application. Firstly, the priority is easier to be defined in A2 than 

in A1 when many machine types are included. For A1, it is necessary to define priority for each 

machine type. But in A2, the priority is actually defined for each platform. In other words, all the 

machine types based on the same platform are given the same priority. This difference cannot be 

easily found in the experiments above since there are only three machine types. Secondly, A2 is 

easier for supply chain planners to understand how they should define the priority. They only need 

to know which platform is given more priority than the other. Regarding the machine types based 

on the same platform, the algorithm automatically calculates the number of forecast periods that 

can be covered and choose to give up the demand of the one with the biggest number. While in A1, 

the decision is made by the measurement of “priority*order quantity”. Therefore, it is possible that 

supply chain planners have no clue which exact value the priority should be. In addition, it is also 

possible that for some items at a certain period,” priority*order quantity” is the same and the 

algorithm will get stopped.  
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8. Conclusions and recommendations 
In this chapter, main conclusions are drawn and recommendations are provided. To begin with, the 

three main conclusions are drawn from investigations we have conducted in this project.  

� The safety lead time in SBS has an obvious effect on the performances. The longer the safety lead 

times of BBs are, the better the machine on-time delivery performance can be achieved.  

� SBS with positive safety lead times can perform better than MRP concepts when taking overplan 

cost, inventory investment and on-time delivery performance into consideration. It can control the 

overplan cost and inventory investment effectively when a higher delivery performance is achieved. 

The main reason is that SBS has a higher level of material synchronization.  

� The higher the average rate of order cancellation fee is, the more benefits SBS concepts can bring. 

The main reason is that the MRP concept puts a higher percentage of materials on-order.  

Besides, it can be concluded that this project has made some contributions to the literatures mainly in 

two areas. Firstly, it contributes to the studies about material obsolescence. Essentially, the concept of 

the “over-planned materials” is defined to monitor the obsolescence risk of the current inventory, even 

though it is not a universal concept because it is only used inside ASML or maybe some other companies. 

Secondly, it contributes to the academic investigation about supply chain planning concepts in a non-

stationary and low volume demand circumstance. Below, recommendations will be provided.  

8.1 Further investigation of the problem 

The recommendations will be categorized into three groups. To begin with, more efforts for the 

investigation about the problem of over-planned materials are suggested. These efforts can be those 

closely related to planning concepts and can be other topics regarding the problem. At a later stage, 

several recommendations are provided for the practical implementation of SBS at ASML if the company 

decides to do so. Finally, a few recommendations for further scientific research about SBS are shared.  

� BB Vs 12NC 

Further research can compare if BB is a more suitable level than 12NC parts for a new planning concept. 

It should be mentioned that it is not so meaningful that 12NC parts are planned in the same way as BBs 

in practical business. It is because that a machine type has a much bigger number of 12NC parts than of 

BBs. However, it is still possible that 12NC are categorized into different groups and controlled by 

different planning concepts.  

� Risk assessment model 

In Section 5.5, a measurement for the risk assessment has been designed. This is an optional 

measurement. It has not been used in the simulation for the concepts comparison because of the 

incomplete input data. No matter it is this risk assessment model or other models, it is suggested to 

keep in mind that the risk that the over-planned materials should be paid enough attention to. In short, 

problem about the over-planned materials is more like a risk problem than an inventory control problem. 

So, further investigations should make more efforts on the risk analysis. 
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� Rate of Cancellation fee and re-schedule out in MRP 

In the model based on MRP logic with re-schedule in and re-schedule out, the calculation of the total 

over-planned materials and inventory investments remains a problem. The rate of cancellation fee for 

each material order relates to not only the relationship with suppliers but also the timing of re-schedule 

out. So, the timing becomes a decision variable of the rate of cancellation fee and other models do not 

have this decision variable. In fact, an earlier re-schedule out leads to a lower rate of cancellation fee. 

Therefore, the actual total over-planned materials and inventory investment might be lower than have 

been calculated because the timing effect has not been taken into account in the calculation. However, 

how the timing and cancellation fee relate to each other mathematically needs further investigation.  

� Tradeoff  

In SBS discussed in this project, higher priority is assigned to new machine types or platforms no matter 

in A1 and A2 shortage allocation method. The main underlying logic is that it is safer to produce machine 

belonging to the new machine types than old machine types considering the over-planned materials. As 

a result, shortage of an upstream item is allocated to downstream items which are applied in the old 

machine types as much as possible. However, this makes some upstream items of that upstream item, 

which can only be applied in old machine types, have a higher risk of obsolescence. Once the shortage is 

allocated as stated above, these upstream items will not be used in production in some certain periods 

since they lose their downstream “partners”. Normally, these upstream items are expensive. So, it needs 

more studies about whether producing more machines belonging to the old machine types to consume 

these expensive upstream items or producing those machines and leaving these items lying in the supply 

chain for a long time is a better choice.  

� Lead time 

For problem about over-planned materials, there is an extreme case that the problem will disappear 

forever if there is no replenishment lead time of materials at all. However, this case can never be 

realized in the practical business world. While, it implies that it is meaningful to investigate the effect of 

lead time reduction on the reduction of the over-planned materials. Actually, it is possible to reduce the 

replenishment lead times through common efforts made by ASML and its suppliers.  

� Forecast  

Another extreme case is that the forecast generated by ASML is always right when compared with the 

actual demand. In other words, the demand can be correctly predicted for the items before CODP. In 

this case, over-planned materials will also disappear. Like discussed in the “Lead time” paragraph, this 

case cannot be realized in ASML’s business. But, it is worthwhile to do a further study about the 

relationship between forecast accuracy and the amount of the over-planned materials. It should be 

noticed that this project has already found out that there is a big difference between the forecast 

accuracy of different planning horizons.  
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8.2 Practical implementation 

� Building block 

BB is a concept comes from design and engineering areas. In some cases, BBs lack logistics natures. For 

example, some BBs cannot be purchased separately even though they can be designed independently. 

However, some BBs cannot be bought as a whole but in separate lower level items. Therefore, if ASML 

would like to implement SBS to cope with the problem about over-planned materials, they should 

translate the BBs from a design view to the BBs with more logistical natures. Additionally, information 

about BBs should be more complete. In SBS, lack of even several BBs might change the total decision 

hierarchy a lot.  

� Safety lead time 

In SBS, it has been discovered that safety lead time has a big impact on the delivery performance, 

inventory investment and overplan cost. According to the investigation done in this project, there are 

positive and negative correlations between the cumulative demands of machine types.  Based on this 

knowledge, ASML can set proper safety lead times for BBs with different commonality. What’s more, 

safety lead times can also be determined by taking other factors into consideration. For example, if the 

BB is very expensive, then a long safety lead time may lead to a high cost in inventory investment. 

Therefore, ASML should be much more careful when determining the safety lead time for that kind of 

BBs.  

�  IT system 

For supply chain planning, a well-designed IT system is an important and necessary element. Now, SAP
7
 

system is used at ASML. If the company would like to apply SBS, the IT system should be more flexible to 

the changes in the BOM. The reason is that any change in the BOM does not only change the 

relationship between a certain item and a certain machine type but also change the decision hierarchy 

in SBS. Therefore, IT system at ASML should be able to cope with more complex changes brought by SBS.  

8.3 Further scientific research 

� MRP 

In this project, there are two models based on MRP logic. The only difference between them is the use 

of re-schedule in and re-schedule-out.  According to the experiments in this project, MRP model without 

the availability of re-schedule in and re-schedule-out performs much better in terms of delivery 

performance than the one with this availability. However, the results shown in de Jong’s (2010) were 

quite different from those in this project. It has been explained that the differences in demand and 

experiment samples should be the reason for the difference in results. However, it needs more in-depth 

study about the effect of re-schedule in and re-schedule out in MRP.  

� SBS 

Two shortage allocation methods (A1 and A2) have been described in this project. However, the 

allocation method mentioned in de Kok et al (2005) has not been implemented in the simulation. One 

                                                           
7
 The SAP ERP application is an integrated enterprise resource planning (ERP) software manufactured by SAP AG 
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suggestion of adapting this method to ASML’s case has been proposed. In the future research, it is 

meaningful to make use of this suggestion in order to implement this method in the SBS tools and check 

the performances.  Additionally, it has been discovered that the safety lead time has a big effect on the 

delivery performance of SBS. However, there is a lack of direct mathematical relationship between the 

safety lead time and the desired delivery performance. The setting of safety lead time actually is out of 

the scope of SBS. In other words, safety lead times for all items should be given as an input of SBS 

simulation or planning tools. However, for a better implementation in the actual business world, it is 

necessary for management to have an insight about the relationship between the safety lead time and 

the on-time delivery performance. Based on this, they can make a reliable and reasonable decision 

about safety lead time settings.  
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Appendix A. Cause analysis 
The detailed cause analysis of over-planned materials mentioned in Subsection 1.3.1 is presented below.  

Figure 14 Main cause and actions for over-planned materials 

 

Figure 15 Cause allocation (excluding those materials for which no cause is given in SAP) 
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Figure 16 Action allocation (excluding those materials for which action code “review” is given in SAP) 
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Appendix B. Commonality in design area 
In the design and engineering department, the commonality is calculated by (number of BBP/number of 

BB) and the results are show below. 

Table 16 BB commonality calculated in design view 

Set Machine types Calculation of commonality 

# BBP #  BB Commonality 

XTIII i-Line XTIII:400,XTIII:450 521 551 95% 

XTIII KrF XTIII:850,XTIII:860,XTIII:870,XTIII:875 552 600 92% 

XTIII ArF XTIII:1450,XTIII:1900i 632 819 77% 

XTIII i-Line & KrF XTIII:400,XTIII:450,XTIII:850,XTIII:860,XTIII:870, 

XTIII:875 

569 692 82% 

XTIII KrF & ArF (excl 

immersion) 

XTIII:850,XTIII:860,XTIII:870,XTIII:875,XTIII:1450 587 731 80% 

XTIII dry XTIII:400,XTIII:450,XTIII:850,XTIII:860,XTIII:870, 

XTIII:875,XTIII:1450 

604 821 74% 

XTIII XTIII:400,XTIII:450,XTIII:850,XTIII:860,XTIII:870, 

XTIII:875,XTIII:1450,XTIII:1900i 

666 1031 65% 

XTIV i-Line XTIV:400,XTIV:450 525 557 94% 

XTIV KrF XTIV:800,XTIV:870,XTIV:1000 593 716 83% 

XTIV ArF XTIV:1450,XTIV:1950i 646 847 76% 

XTIV i-Line & KrF XTIV:400,XTIV:450,XTIV:800,XTIV:870,XTIV:1000 612 821 75% 

XTIV KrF & ArF (excl 

immersion) 

XTIV:800,XTIV:870,XTIV:1000,XTIV:1450 613 818 75% 

XTIV dry XTIV:400,XTIV:450,XTIV:800,XTIV:870,XTIV:1000, 

XTIV:1450 

632 922 69% 

XTIV XTIV:400,XTIV:450,XTIV:800,XTIV:870,XTIV:1000, 

XTIV:1450,XTIV:1950i 

685 1121 61% 

Source: Configuration management of ASML 
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Appendix C. CRD since 2001 
The table below shows the different lifetime for different platforms.  

Table 17 Lifetime for different platforms since 2001 

Platforms AT XT XTII XTIII XTIV NXT1 

First CRD 01-2001 04-2004 09-2005 05-2007 08-2008 01-2009 

Last CRD 12-2007 10-2009 11-2009 01-2010 N/A N/A 

Lifetime (# month) 83 66 50 32  N/A N/A 

Average (# machines) 1.6 1.4 7.4 4.8 0.8 0 

Standard deviation 2.7 2.2 7.9 4.1 1.5 0.8 

Coefficient of variation 1.7 1.6 1.1 0.9 1.9 8.3 
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Appendix D. Building block demand fluctuation 

 

Figure 17 Average monthly demand of machines and BBs applied in each machine type 

 

Figure 18 Standard deviation of monthly demand of machines and BBs applied in each machine type 

 

Figure 19 Coefficient of variance of monthly demand of machines and BBs applied in each machine type 
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Appendix E. Assumptions 
1. For each BB, one machine either needs one or does not need it. This is the case for most BBs, 

especially those expensive BBs. Therefore the exceptions can be neglected to ease the 

mathematical modeling and simulation. 

2. All the shortage of BBs can be backordered. There is no penalty cost for the backordered BBs and 

machines.  

3. All the shortage of machines can be backordered. All the machines required by customers should 

be delivered finally no matter on time or not on time.  

4. The “first come first serve” (FCFS) policy is applied for demand realization. In the practical business, 

customers are treated with different priority but this is out of the scope of MPS realization.  

5. ASSY and FASY have a constant cycle time. In the actual case, there are large deviations for the two 

stage and they cause the delay in delivery in many cases. However, this project is aimed at the 

comparison of two planning concepts for material ordering. Therefore the fluctuation in production 

time is the same for both concepts and is eliminated for the ease of simulation. 

6. The customer order lead time equals to the sum of cycle time spent in ASSY and FASY.  

7. Each BB is purchased with a lot size of 1. In actual case, some materials, especially these cheap 

materials, should be ordered in a certain lot-size as agreed with suppliers in advance. While, the 

model for planning concepts comparison treats all the materials as the same and does not assign 

constraints for lot-size for any BBs.  

8. BBs can be purchased separately. In actual case, some BBs should be bought together in terms of a 

larger unit. The BB concept is usually used in development when considering functions or sub-

functions realization. However, supply chain and manufacturing departments only use the concept 

of parts and production modules. Therefore, sourcing department will not close a deal in terms of 

BBs. 

9. All the BBs are purchased from suppliers. This means all the BBs included in the model are “buy 

parts”. 

10. Suppliers of ASML all have infinite production capacity. Therefore all the purchase order released 

by ASML can be realized on time and with right quantity as required.  

11. MPS is updated every week at the end of each week for the period starting from the next period. 

12. The MPS for each week is derived from the function (monthly MPS/4). If (monthly demand/4) is not 

an integer, then the extra machine starts plan will be allocated to the first, second and third week 

of that month one by one in time order.  

13. The minimum time unit considered in the model is a week. All the item lead times will be round up 

to an integer number of weeks. 

14. The costs of materials purchased from suppliers are constant during time. In practical case, the 

order cancellation fee will be lower than the cost of materials. So to speak, the inventory at 

suppliers’ sites cost less than on-hand stock at ASML. Since the model compares the inventory 

inside and outside ASML under different planning concepts separately, there is still comparability 

under this assumption.  

15. Each item has a standard price different from others even though only very small difference in 

between.  
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Appendix F. Notations in functions � Set of machines �, � = 1,2,…� � Set of BBs # Set of production modules ��  Set of the machine types that item  can be used  "� Set of the items applied in machine � ��� Number of item  used in the item �, ��� = 0,1 q� Set of successors of item  %q� Set of direct successors of item , %q� ⊆ q� L��	, 	M� External demand for machine �  at period 	M as forecasted at period 	 �c��	, 	M� Moving average of external demand for machine �  	M periods later  as forecasted at 

period 	 %��	� Actual demand of item  occurred during period 	  *��	� Quantity of item   that becomes available at the start of period 	  from the 

transformation activity generating item    ���	� Quantity of order released for item  at period 	 when all the constraints considered ��0�	� Quantity of order released for item  at period 	 if only considering constraint , ���	� Physical inventory of item  at the start of period 	, immediately before receipt of *��	� 7��	� Net inventory, e.g. physical inventory minus backorders ���	�, of item  at the start of 

period 	, immediately before receipt of *��	� ���	� Backlog of item  at the start of period 	 �g��	� Estimation of shortage in the supply o item  at the start of period 	 K��	� Cumulative amount of orders for item  outstanding at the start of period 	 ���	� Echelon inventory stock of item  ���	� Echelon inventory position of item  l��	, 	 + 	M� Potential demand coverage of item  from period 	 till period  	 + 	M �#��	� Inventory position of item  at the start of period 	 ��#��	� Echelon inventory position of item  a the start of period 	 ��#�|��	� Echelon inventory position of item  which can be used in machine type �	at the start 

of period 	 ℎ� Standard price of item 	 
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K�<��	� The number of machine � that is delivered on time at period 	 $�o Cumulative lead time of item  $� Replenishment Lead time of item  $�� The sum of lead times associated with all items on the path between item  and item � 
(both items inclusive) $�= Constant safety lead time of BB   $��=  The sum of safety lead times associated with all items on the path between item  and 

item � g��	� Dynamic base-stock level set for item  at period 	 gg��	� Dynamic safety stock level set for item  at period 	 <DE Time horizon defined for over-planned materials (�� Move rate constraint for item  in FASY and ASST stage,   ∈ # ()� Work-in-Process (WIP) constraint for item ,  ∈ # K#�	� Total value of the over-planned BBs at period 	 K#DO�	� Total value of the on-hand over-planned BBs at period 	 K#DP�	� Total value of the on-order over-planned BBs at period 	 �DO�	� Total value of on-hand inventory investment at period 	 �DP�	� Total value of on-order inventory investment at period 	 
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Appendix G. Risk assessment model 
As articulated above, what management concerns is whether these materials can be consumed at some 

time point after 18 months but before the end of life cycle of these materials. But another problem then 

pumps up that it is quite difficult to provide a correct and convincing demand forecast for a very long 

time after 18 months. Therefore, in the current research, a period of 6 months after 18 months will be 

chosen to investigate the risk. This period is selected by the above two qualitative rationale and it is still 

possible to choose periods with different length if future research needs.  The main logic behind the 

assessment model is whether the over-planned materials in current point can be consumed by 6 months 

after 18 months. If some of them still cannot be covered, then they become the risk which is calculated 

in terms of materials value.  In order to cope with the “noise”, the moving average concept is applied in 

the model. Additionally, differential coefficient is used to estimate the demand changes.  

Notations:   machine   = 1,2,… � y Platform y = 1,2,…" � Over-planned BB number � = 1,2,… 7 ���	� Number of over-planned build block � in the month 	, � = 1,2,… 7 �w��	� Demand of machine  which is based on the platform y in the month 	 %w�	 + (� Demand of platform y for month ( ahead as forecasted in the month 	 �w� Percentage of machine  sold in the 18 months among all the machines based on 

the platform y m��  Number of BB � applied in the machine  �w�	� Moving average of platform y	demand in the month 	 *�  Price of BB � ��	� Risk of over-planned BBs in month 	 
 

/�w��	�B
�Q+ = %w�	�																																																																�1� 
 

�w� = ∑ �w��	 + ��+\�Q+∑ %w�	 + ��+\�Q+ 																																																								�2� 
 

/%wb
oQ+ �	 + 18 + �� = /%w�	 + 18�b

0Q+ + ,∆																	�3� 
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∆= h�w�	 + 18� − �w�	 + 17�i + h�w�	 + 17�−�w�	 + 16�i + ⋯+ h�w�	 + 18 −�� −�w�	 + 17 −��i� 		�4� 

 

��	� =/*��
�Q+ -���	� −//m���

�Q+
B

�Q+ �w� ./%wb
oQ+ �	 + 18 + ��56

S
																		�5� 

 

Improvement of assessment model 

The assessment model should improve in the direction that the forecast after 18 months can be more 

consistence with actual demand. Attentions have been paid to the alternatives of parameters in the 

assessment model as shown in formula (1) ~ (5). The following 3 problems have been put forward to 

improve the forecast accuracy.  

 

1. The moving average of how many months should be used in the model 

2. Whether weighted moving average will be better than un-weighted moving average  

3. How should differential coefficient be determined 

 

In order to give a proper answer to each of the above 3 questions, experiments are designed and 

conducted in MS Excel 2007. The platform XT2 has finished its whole life cycle in the last 5 years from 

customer demand perspective. Therefore, demand data about XT2 will be the data set for the 

experiments. Further, data at different stage of XT2’s life cycle will be selected for some experiments. 

This action can make sure that optimal parameters can be chosen taking the characteristics of different 

stages during the entire lifecycle into consideration. In other words, the parameter set can be optimal 

not only for the upstage but also the down stage of the platform’s life cycle. It is assumed here that 

demand within 18 months is forecasted 100% correctly. Therefore, actual demand within 18 months can 

be taken as the demand that been forecasted by sales and marketing. This assumption can overcome 

the difficulty in previous forecast data collection and will not influence the comparison validity. 

Additionally, it eliminated the influence that the accuracy of 18 months forecast activity might bring 

about. To begin with, the parameter � in function (4) is set as 2.  

For question 1, a small experiment is conducted to compare the forecast accuracy if taking the moving 

average of 3 (MA3), 4 (MA4), 5 (MA5) or 6 (MA6) months into account. The longer duration chosen for 

the moving average, the more noise of the data can be avoided but the moving average will deviate 

from the actual data to a larger extent. Table 18 shows the average deviation from actual demand for 

different planning months and moving average taking different periods into consideration. The average 

of 4x4=16 months’ deviation for each moving average is displayed in the last row of Table 18. It can be 

noticed that moving average of last 3 months can provide most accurate forecast. Figure 20 visualizes 

the forecast accuracy at different stages of XT2’s life cycle for different moving average settings. It can 

be seen that MA3 is not always the most accurate one and the forecast accuracy will increase when the 

platform approaching its end of life cycle.  
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Table 18 Average deviation from actual demand for different moving averages 

Average deviation MA6 MA5 MA4 MA3 

Month 6-9 4.9 6.1 6.3 4.7 

Month 11-14 3.9 3.6 4.4 4.3 

Month 17-20 3.0 2.9 2.1 1.5 

Month 23-26 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.3 

Average 3.3 3.6 3.6 2.9 

        

 
Figure 20 Average deviation from actual demand for different moving averages 

For question 2, the same data set is used as for question 1. Here, comparisons in terms of forecast 

accuracy between weighted and un-weighted moving average are conducted and presented in Table 19. 

Due to that moving average of 3 months has been proved to be the optimal setting, the comparison in 

Table 19 is based on moving average of 3 months which is calculated as shown in formula (6). 

 ���C = ,*C + �, − 1�*Ct+ +⋯+ 2*Ct+ + *Ct0S+, + �, − 1� +⋯+ 2 + 1 							�6� 
 

It can be seen from the results in Table 19 that un-weighted moving average outperforms weighted 

moving average in terms of forecast accuracy for the 6 months demand after 18 months. Figure 21 

visualizes the results in Table 19 and shows that un-weighted moving average always perform better in 

the experiment. The overall trend indicates that the forecast accuracy will get higher when platform XT2 

is approaching the end of life cycle.  

Table 19 Average deviation from actual demand (weighted and un-weighted MA3) 

Average deviation  Weighted Un-weighted 

Month 6-9 6.8 4.7 

Month 11-14 5.0 4.3 

Month 17-20 1.5 1.5 

Month 23-26 1.9 1.3 

Average 3.8 2.9 
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Figure 21 Average deviation from actual demand (weighted and un-weighted MA3) 

For question 3, it is investigated that whether the differentiation of previous 2 (m=2), 3 (m=3) or 4 (m=4) 

months should be taken as the differential coefficient (∆). The comparison is shown in Table 20 and it 

turns out that the original setting (m=2) is the best choice even though it only slightly better than m=4. 

Figure 22 visualized the results in Table 20. The accuracy level follows the same trend as discussed in 

question 1 & 2.  

Table 20 Average deviation from actual demand (different m) 

Average deviation m= 2 m=3 m= 4 

Month 6-9 4.7 5.1 4.3 

Month 11-14 4.3 4.8 3.6 

Month 17-20 1.5 1.9 2.8 

Month 23-26 1.3 1.2 1.3 

Average 2.9 3.3 3.0 

 

 
Figure 22 Average deviation from actual demand (different m) 

Therefore, the risk assessment model can be improved by adjusting formula (4) to function (4)’ and 

adding another formula (6) to make clear about the calculation of moving average.  
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∆= �w�	 + 18� − �w�	 + 16�2 																																		�4�′			
 �w�	� = %w�	� + %w�	 − 1� + %w�	 − 2�3 														�6� 
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Appendix H. SBS decision rules 
For all the notations in functions below, please refer to Appendix F. Notations in functions for details.  ���	� = 7��	�, ∀ ∈ �																																																																																							�1� ���	� = 7��	� + / ���	��∈v4 	∀	 ∈ 	� ∪ #																																																								�2� 
���	� = 	���	� +	K��	�, ∀ ∈ � ∪ � ∪ #																																																							�3� ���	� ∙ ���	� = 0			∀	 ∈ �																																																																																�4� ���	� ≥ 0	∀	 ∈ � ∪ #																																																																																								�5�	 $�o = $� ,  ∈ �,			�(			$�o = $� +�mn�∈v4 $� , ∀ ∈ � ∪ #.																																		�6� 
�� = ����∈v4 		 ∈ � ∪ #																																																																																						�7� 


�� = ��|$�o > $�o , �� ∩ �� ≠ ∅ 	,  ∈ � ∪ #																																													�8� �h
��i = ¡���∈¢�4 																																																																																																		�9� 

(i) 	�� = �h
��i,  ∈ � ∪ #        (��	� = �mn |0,�, |g�, l¢£¤ �	�} − ���	�}																																																	�10� 
(ii) �� ≠ �h
��i,  ∈ � ∪ #       (��	� = �mn ¥0, g� − y� |g� + g��¢£¤ �\�4−l¢£¤ �	�}S − ���	�§																		�11� 
y� = |∑ �¨%w©w∈�ª }I2∑ «�I�¬v4 + ¥ |∑ %ww¬�ª }§I2∑ �I�¬v4 , �®q�																																									�12� 
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Appendix I. Measurements 
� Average delivery performance: It is calculated as shown in formula of Hb�<� 
� BBs on-order: It is calculated as shown in formula of He�<� 
� BBs  on-hand: It is calculated as shown in formula of H]�<� 
� ASSY WIP: It is calculated in the simulation for every period by accounting the value of total ASSY 

production modules in the process and then get the average value for a horizon of	< 

� FASY WIP: It is calculated in the simulation for every period by accounting the value of total FASY 

production modules in the process and then get the average value for a horizon of < 

� ASSY Inventory: It is calculated in the simulation for every period by accounting the value of total 

finished ASSY production modules in stock between ASSY and FASY and then get the average 

value for a horizon of < 

� FASY Inventory: It is calculated in the simulation for every period by accounting the value of total 

finished machines in stock and then get the average value for a horizon of < 

� Over-planned BBs: It is calculated as shown in formula of H+�<� 
� Over-planned BBs on hand: It is calculated as shown in formula of HI�<� 
� Over-planned BBs on-order: It is calculated as shown in formula of HJ�<� 
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Appendix J. Lower bound estimation 
The lower bound estimation is done according to following steps. 

1) One artificial machine type is created. This machine type has a weighted (based on demand 

volume of the three machine types selected before) standard price. In addition, the ASSY and 

FASY lead times equal to the machine type with the shortest sum of ASSY and FASY lead times.  

2) Demand and MSP of the artificial machine type are generated by aggregation of the demand 

and MSP of the three machine types selected before. 

3) Four artificial BBs are selected for the artificial machine type. They present the four big changes 

in the increasing value curve of a machine type. These BBs have quite different lead times and 

standard prices.  

Due to that SBS (A1) and SBS (A2) only differ in shortage allocations; only one model needs to be tested 

for the lower bound because no shortage allocation is needed in a convergent production system. Both 

MRP and SBS are tested without any safety stock so that the possible lower bound in ASML’s case can be 

found. The results are shown in Table 21.  

Table 21 Lower bound estimation in MRP and SBS 

 MRP  

(in & out) 

MRP  

(no in & out) 

SBS+ST0 

Average delivery performance (%) 70% 78% 61% 

BBs on-order (m €) 206.3 97.3 92.9 

BBs on-hand (m €) 8.1 11.6 88.1 

ASSY WIP (m €) 11.1 10.6 4.8 

FASY WIP (m €) 33.4 31.8 29.5 

ASSY Inventory (m €) 0 0 1.6 

FASY Inventory (m €) 0 0 0 

Total inventory investment (m €) 258.9 151.3 216.9 

Over-planned BBs (m €) 43.6 37.0 36.3 
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Appendix K. Results for Model 5 
The calculation results for Model 5 are shown in the table below.  

Table 22 Safety lead time effect on SBS (A1) 

Settings SBS 

(A1)+ST1 

SBS 

(A1)+ST2 

SBS 

(A1)+ST3 

SBS 

(A1)+ST4 

SBS 

(A1)+ST5 

Average delivery performance (%) 43% 55% 64% 74% 83% 

BBs on-order (m €) 165.9 172.0 177.5 180.3 182.5 

BBs on-hand (m €) 110.0 124.6 138.8 145.3 151.6 

ASSY WIP (m €) 13.7 13.9 14.1 14.8 15.1 

FASY WIP (m €) 45.7 46.5 48.0 49.9 50.8 

ASSY Inventory (m €) 9.0 9.3 9.3 9.4 9.5 

FASY Inventory (m €) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total inventory investment 344.3 366.3 387.7 399.7 409.5 

Over-planned BBs (m €) 53.6 61.8 73.6 79.9 88.2 

Over-planned BBs on-hand(m €) 22.4 27.8 34.8 36.6 39.0 

Over-planned BBs on-order(%) 31.2 34.0 38.8 43.3 49.2 

Over-planned BBs on-hand (%) 42% 45% 47% 46% 44% 

Over-planned BBs on-order (%) 58% 55% 53% 54% 56% 
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